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Abstract
In PLT Scheme, programs consist of modules with contracts. The latter
describe the inputs and outputs of functions and objects via predicates. A
run-time system enforces these predicates; if a predicate fails, the enforcer
raises an exception that blames a specific module with an explanation of the
fault.
In this dissertation, we show how to use such module contracts to turn
set-based analysis into a fully modular parameterized analysis. Using this
analysis, a static debugger can indicate for any given contract check whether
the corresponding predicate is always satisfied, partially satisfied, or (potentially) completely violated. The static debugger can also predict the source
of potential errors, i.e., it is sound with respect to the blame assignment of
the contract system.
The result is a static debugger for checking modular programs with contracts, that is both sound and useful to programmers.
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Chapter 1
Modules, Contracts, and Static
Debugging
Few things are more frustrating for computer users than to see their data
disappear in front of their eyes, followed by a cryptic error message informing
them that something just went horribly wrong with the software they were
using. Such occurrences are frequent enough that regularly saving one’s work
has become second nature for many users. Most software packages released
today probably contain many such undetected errors that might later be
triggered by unsuspecting users. Detecting bugs before releasing software
has therefore become a major goal of software engineering.
Several approaches are used to detect bugs during the software development process. Currently the most common one is testing: unit testing,
integration testing, system testing, along with systematic regression testing,
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etc. While testing is and always will remain an essential part of software
development, the testing space is generally so huge that bugs that occur only
infrequently are difficult to detect.
Another approach is to change the software development process itself.
Design reviews, code reviews, pair programming are for example all advocated by proponents of extreme programming. Other strategies try to emphasize automatic code generation from high level specifications. While this
leads to great improvements in software design and reliability, none of those
approaches ensure the creation of bug-free software packages.
A third approach to bug detection is to use formal methods to try to
prove the correctness of software code. From sound type systems to theorem
provers, such formal systems have been available for a long time, but the
adoption of these advanced systems has been slow, due to both their inherent
complexity as well as their sometimes poor running times. Since the formal
approach is the only one that can guarantee the absence of bugs, or at least
the absence of some classes of bugs, we believe efforts should be made to
make formal methods more accessible to the software developers. This work is
therefore focused on both the theoretical and practical aspects of using static
analyses to help programmers create more reliable software. In particular we
concentrate on the creation of a static program debugger that is at the same
time powerful, reasonably fast, and easy to use.
A static debugger helps programmers find errors via program analyses. It
uses the invariants of the programming language to analyze the program and
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determines whether the program may violate one of them during execution.
For example, a static debugger can find expressions that may dereference
null pointers. Some static debuggers use lightweight analyses, e.g., Flanagan
et al.’s MrSpidey [21] relies on a variant of set-based analysis [20, 30, 43];
others use a deep abstract interpretation, e.g., Bourdoncle’s Syntox [7]; and
yet others employ theorem proving, e.g., Detlefs et al.’s ESC [16] and its
ESC/Java successor [22].
Experience with static debuggers shows that they work well for reasonably small programs. Using MrSpidey, some DrScheme users have routinely
debugged or re-engineered programs of 2,000 to 5,000 lines of code in PLT
Scheme. Flanagan has successfully analyzed the core of the DrScheme interpreter, dubbed MrEd [26], a 40,000 line program. Existing static debuggers,
however, suffer from a monolithic approach to program analysis. Because
their analyses require the availability of the entire program, programmers
cannot analyze their programs until they have everyone else’s modules.
Over the past few years, PLT developers have added a first-order module
system to PLT Scheme [24] and have equipped the module system with a
contract system [18]. A contract is roughly a predicate on the inputs and
outputs of (exported) functions, including object methods and higher-order
functions. The contract system monitors the contracts during program execution. If a module violates a contract, the contract system pinpoints the
guilty party and issues an explanatory message.
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This dissertation makes five contributions to static debugging and software contracts. First, we explain how to construct a static debugger for
modular programs with contracts, using those contracts in a dual role: one
as a source of abstract values and one as a sink for abstract values. Second, we
prove that the contract-based, whole-program analysis computes its results in
a modular manner. That is, the contract-aware set-based analysis produces
the same predictions for a given point in the program regardless of whether it
analyzes the whole program or just the surrounding module. Third, for any
given contract check, the system indicates whether the corresponding predicate is always satisfied, partially satisfied, or completely violated. Fourth,
the static debugger also predicts the source and violation level of potential
errors, i.e., it is sound with respect to the blame assignment of the contract
system (though it is not complete, so false-positives are possible). Fifth,
the analysis is parameterized over a predicate approximation relation and a
theorem prover.

Chapter 2
Overview
In each of the following chapters we present a model of a static debugger.
Each successive chapter introduces new complexities to the model, first starting with the lambda calculus, then adding modules and simple contracts, and
finally adding unrestricted contracts. The models always consist of two parts:
a dynamic part consisting of a runtime system and a static part consisting of a
set-based analysis. In each chapter a correctness theorem ties the two parts
together. Figure 2.1 provides an overview in graphical form of how these
three pieces—the runtime system, the analysis, and the theorem—always
combine. The vertical column on the left represents the runtime system. A
compiler translates a program into a suitably annotated form. Execution is
then defined via a reduction system.
The first horizontal row of Figure 2.1 depicts the analysis process, which
usually will consists of three stages. First, it will partition the program into
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Figure 2.1: Runtime system and analysis overview.
module-like pieces by lifting expressions with contract annotations out of the
main program (this stage will not appear in the simplest model we present
in the next chapter). Second, the resulting collection of program pieces is
analyzed with a set-based analysis. This step yields both sets of abstract
values and sets of potential errors, including explanations that blame the
guilty party; we call the latter blame sets. Third, the former is summarized
as set-of-values descriptions, dubbed types.
The rest of the grid in Figure 2.1 explains the proof technique we use in
each chapter to prove the correctness of the analysis. Since each reduction
step creates a complete program, the correctness proof proceeds via subject
reduction. We re-apply the analysis after each reduction step. The proof of
the soundness theorem then shows that the reductions preserve the types and
the blame sets. It follows that the predictions of the analysis are conservative.
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Connect
connect : (pict pict → int[>0] x int[>0])
(pict pict → int[>0] x int[>0])
→
(pict pict pict → pict)

Find
ct-find : pict pict → int[>0] x int[>0]
cb-find : pict pict → int[>0] x int[>0]
...

Composition
connect-bot-to-top : pict pict pict → pict = (connect cb-find ct-find)

Figure 2.2: Example modules.

2.1

Sample Contracts, Sample Blame

Before we present our models, let us first illustrate the module and contract
system at work to give an idea of the kind of problems we want to solve.
Figure 2.2 shows an excerpt from our library for preparing figures (including
Figure 2.2 itself). The Find module provides a family of functions that
find the positions of pictures inside other pictures. Each of these functions
accepts a main picture and a secondary picture inside the main picture; each
produces a pair of integers indicating where the secondary picture occurs in
the outer picture. For example, ct-find identifies the center top coordinates
of the embedded picture. The Connect module exports a function that
accepts two of the functions in Find and produces a function that adds an
arrow between sub-pictures. Finally, the Composition module combines
the two other modules, i.e., it instantiates connect with cb-find and ct-find .
The arrows between the modules indicate which contracts bind which parties. First, consider the connections between Composition and Find. The
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contract on ct-find dictates that it should only receive pictures and produce
integers larger than zero. Accordingly, if Composition passes to ct-find values other than pictures, it is to be blamed for the contract violation; similarly,
if Find returns negative integers, it is to be blamed. But, Composition does
not invoke the functions. Instead, it passes them to Connect and that interaction is governed by the contract between Connect and Composition.
Thus, when connect invokes its argument functions, it too must call them on
pictures and it too expects non-negative integers.
Now imagine that ct-find in Find returns negative numbers. This failure is only discovered when connect in Connect applies ct-find to two pictures. To determine which party is guilty, the monitoring code must trace
the connections between the modules back to Find to blame ct-find . While
computing the backtrace is obvious in this example, higher-order functions
(and objects) can greatly obscure the connections in large programs where
it is especially important to find the guilty party.
As our debugger models get more and more complex, we will therefore
have to ensure that the analyses can always correctly predict contract violations and who is to be blamed for them. In the next chapter, as a warmup,
we first consider the problem of analyzing the lambda calculus.

Chapter 3
The Lambda Calculus
We begin by recalling the basics of value-flow analysis for the untyped lambda
calculus. Subsequent chapters will roughly follow the same structure as this
one, first presenting the syntax for the calculus, then reduction rules, followed
by the analysis proper, theorems about the analysis, a study of its complexity,
and finally discussing related work.

3.1

The Calculus

In the first subsection, we introduce our surface syntax and internal syntax
for an extended untyped lambda calculus. In the second subsection, we
explain the translation from surface syntax into internal syntax.

9
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V ::= n | (λx.E)
E ::= V | x | (E E) | (if0 E E E)

Figure 3.1: Surface syntax for the lambda calculus.
V ::= n` | (λxβ .E)`
E ::= V | xβ | (E E)` | (if0 E E E)`
| (blame λ R)`

Figure 3.2: Annotated syntax for the lambda calculus.

3.1.1

User Syntax and Annotated Syntax

Figure 3.1 specifies the surface and internal syntaxes for expressions in the
untyped lambda calculus with integers and if0 expressions. We use n for an
integer, and x for a lexical variable. Values are either integers or functions.
We make the simplifying assumption that the test part of an if0 expression
can return any value; the “then” branch is evaluated if this value is 0. From
this grammar for expressions we then define programs as closed expressions.
A program in the surface syntax is ill-suited for analysis. We therefore
elaborate such programs into the internal syntax of Figure 3.2. This syntax
contains labeled versions of all syntactic phrases: β for labels on variables
and ` for all others. It also contains a new form (blame λ R) that aborts the
program, blames the programmer (represented by the λ symbol) for violating
a constraint of the lambda calculus itself, and colors the corresponding code
in red (R).
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Consider the following example:
((λx.x) 3)
The annotation of this program yields the following:
((λxβ2 .xβ2 )`λ 3`n )`a
In the annotated program, each subexpression (except for variables) has a
unique label.

3.1.2

Annotation Process

The rules of Figure 3.3 define the annotation process. The goal is to annotate
every expression with a unique label (except for variables, where binder and
references for a given variable all share the same label).1 These labels are
required by the analysis: a label on an expression represents the abstract
values of that expression.
The annotation judgement is of the form
Γ `a
ee

e0

where e0 is the annotated version of e. Variable references share their label
with their respective binder (rules Var and ModVar).
1

The annotation rules of Figure 3.3 would have to pass around some state, such as a
counter, to ensure that labels are indeed unique. We omit such state here for clarity.

12
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Γ `a
en

n`

e0
Γ[x 7→ β] `a
ee
(Lam)
Γ `a
(λxβ .e0 )`
e (λx.e)

(Int)

Γ(x) = β
(Var)
Γ `a
xβ
ex

e01
Γ `a
e e1
Γ `a
e (e1 e2 )

Γ `a
e00
Γ `a
e e1
e e0
Γ `a
e (if0 e0 e1 e2 )

Γ `a
e02
e e2
(App)
(e01 e02 )`

Γ `a
e e2
(if0 e00 e01 e02 )`
e01

e02

(If0)

Figure 3.3: Annotation judgments for the lambda calculus.
((λxβ .e)`λ v `v )`a −→ e[v `v /xβ ]

subst

(n`n v `v )`a

−→ (blame λ R)`a

(if0 0`0 e1 e2 )`

−→ e1

if0-true

(if0 v `v e1 e2 )`

−→ e2

if0-false

app-error

Figure 3.4: Reduction rules for the lambda calculus.
Once a program has been completely annotated it can then be either
reduced to a value (if it has one) or analyzed. The two processes are the
subject of the next two sections.

3.2

Reduction Rules

Figure 3.4 defines the reduction semantics for annotated programs. The goal
of the process is to reduce the expression to a value. The relation −→ is
the one-step reduction; the set of evaluation contexts for expressions is:
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def
E = [ ] | (E e)` | (v E)` | (if0 E e e)`
In Figure 3.4 we use n to represent runtime integers and v to represent
any value whatsoever. To simplify the exposition we decide that a blame
redex in any context reduces the entire program in one step to just that
expression, whereupon reduction stops. With this in mind, the reduction
rules are then as follows.
The subst rule is the usual βv relation for function calls. Substitution
replaces both the variable x and its label β with the value v and its label `v .
The if0-true and if0-false rules are also the usual ones for conditional
expressions. The app-error rule blames the programmer (represented as
λ) when the program attempts to use an integer as a function, i.e., when the
programmer abuses the programming language. This check is representative
of the language designer’s power to restrict primitive operations (such as
function application, array indexing, etc.) Put differently, it represents the
implicit contract between the programmer and the language designer.

3.3

The Analysis

The analysis we present for our extended untyped lambda calculus is a setbased analysis [3, 49, 30, 45, 20] based on Shivers’s 0-CFA [50]. The analysis
is designed to be applicable at each stage in the reduction process, rendering
it well-suited for a subject reduction argument.

CHAPTER 3. THE LAMBDA CALCULUS
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For each expression in the analyzed program, it computes a conservative
approximation of the set of possible values and set of possible errors that the
expression might evaluate to at runtime. This is done in two phases: first
constraints are generated from the annotated version of the program, relating
the various flows of values in the program. Any solution to the constraints
is a conservative approximation of the runtime behavior. In practice though
the analysis finds a minimal conservative solution by computing the closure
of the constraints. From such a solution, the second phase reconstructs a
type-like description that can be displayed to the user. These two phases are
described more in detail in the next two sections.

3.3.1

Constraints Generation

The purpose of the analysis is to predict (1) the flow of values and (2) potential errors. Accordingly, the analysis produces two results: a mapping ϕ
from labels to sets of labels and a mapping ψ from labels to offender and
severity. The former points to values in the program. The latter indicates
who is to be blamed for the error (only, for now, the programmer, represented
by λ, for violating a constraint of the lambda calculus itself) and which color
should be used to highlight the offending code in the static debugger (red,
represented as R).
The analysis generates conditional constraints on the sets of labels and
sets of errors that can show up at any given label. Any pair of mappings
from labels to sets of labels and from labels to error culprit and severity
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Source Sink

(e`5 e`6 )`a

n`n

{`n } ⊆ ϕ(`5 ) ⇒ {hλ, Ri} ⊆ ψ(`a )

(λxβ .e` )`λ

{`λ } ⊆ ϕ(`5 ) ⇒ ϕ(`6 ) ⊆ ϕ(β)

15

{`λ } ⊆ ϕ(`5 ) ⇒ ϕ(`) ⊆ ϕ(`a )

Table 3.1: Constraints creation for the simple lambda calculus.
that satisfy these constraints is a sound approximation to the actual runtime
behavior of the program. A minimal sound approximation is the solution.
The constraint generation algorithm needs to identify value sources and
value sinks in programs. In the grammar of Figure 3.1 value sources are
syntactic values; numbers and abstractions are the only expressions that are
sources. A value sink consumes values and triggers computations; applications are the main value sink in our language.
The matrix in Table 3.1 describes the essence of the constraint generation
process. It explains how every possible combination of a source and a sink
in the entire program generates constraints concerning the flow of values and
blame assignment. The entries do not assume anything about the context in
which a source or sink occurs.
Let us explain how to read Table 3.1. The first constraint in the table
specifies the creation of a single blame set constraint for every possible pair of
integer source and application in the program. The constraint says that, if an
integer (represented by `n ) flows into the operator position (represented by
`5 ) of an application (represented by `a ), then the programmer (represented
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by λ) has to be blamed for the error and the application (represented by
`a ) has to be highlighted in red (R).
Next we have the combination of λ-abstractions and applications. The
table specifies the creation of two constraints for every possible pair of an
abstraction and an application in the program. The first constraint says that,
if the abstraction (labeled `λ ) flows into the application’s operator position
(`5 ), then the arguments from the application (`6 ) flow into the abstraction’s
parameter (β). The second constraint has the same antecedent as the first
and implies that the value of the abstraction’s body (`) flows into the result
set for the function application (`a ).
Additional Constraints
Finally, to get the analysis started, we must supplement Table 3.1 with rules
that get the flows initiated for all the value sources. In general, all value
sources must have their label included in their own value set. Similarly, each
blame expression acts as an error source: see the top two rows of Table 3.2.
The last row in Table 3.2 describes the flows from the two branches of an
if0 expression to the whole expression. Naturally there are no flows out of
the test since if0 expressions act as (trivial) sinks for the values flowing out
of their tests.
Once all the constraints have been generated from a program’s text, they
have to be solved to obtain the solution. This can be done using standard technology for solving Horn constraints. See for example Palsberg and
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n`

(λxβ .e`e )`
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{`} ⊆ ϕ(`)

(blame λ R)`

{hλ, Ri} ⊆ ψ(`)

(if0 e`0 e`1 e`2 )`

ϕ(`1 ) ⊆ ϕ(`)
ϕ(`2 ) ⊆ ϕ(`)

Table 3.2: Additional constraints for the simple lambda calculus.
Schwartzbach [47]. Of course only computing the mapping ϕ actually requires
a solving phase, since no constraint in Table 3.1 involves flows between blame
sets.

3.3.2

Type Reconstruction

Given the solution ϕ of the set constraints for value flows, we can create a
type-like description of value sets for each node in the program. Specifically,
for a given mapping ϕ and label `, the two functions in Figure 3.5 reconstruct
a (recursive) type specification. It is those types that the static graphical
debugger presents to the programmer together with the blame sets.
The Rϕ function computes the set of all reachable labels from a label `.
The T ϕ function then uses these labels as the names of types to construct a
(potentially) recursive type for `. The reconstruction itself is straightforward.
A set of labels corresponds to a union; an empty set corresponds to dead
code or an expression that never returns a result. A label on an integer
corresponds to an integer type and a label on an abstraction corresponds
to a function type. The surrounding rec type constructor takes accounts
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def
ϕ
Rϕ (`) = {`} ∪ Ru (`)
def S
ϕ
ϕ
Ru (`) = ` ∈ϕ(`) Rt (`i )
 i
def{`} if n`
ϕ
Rt (`) =
{`} ∪ Rϕ (` ) ∪ Rϕ (` ) if (λx`1 .e`2 )`
1
2
def
ϕ
T ϕ (`) = (rec ([`i T u (`i )]` ∈Rϕ (`) . . .) `)
i
def
ϕ
ϕ
T u (`) = (union T t (`i )` ∈ϕ(`) . . .)
i

`

def int if n
ϕ
T t (`) =
(` →` ) if (λx`1 .e`2 )`
1
2

Figure 3.5: Type reconstruction for the lambda calculus.
for the binding of labels for the function’s argument and result types. We
are not concerned here with the readability of types. Hence, we skip any
simplification steps [40, 11] for the reconstructed types.

3.4

Soundness

We adapt Wand and Williamson’s proof technique [54] to prove the soundness
of our analysis. Let e be the set of constraints that the analysis generates


when given the annotated expression e, and let |= denote implication between
sets of constraints: for two sets of constraints A and A0 , we have A|=A0 if
and only if every solution of A is a solution of A0 . Given this machinery, an
adaptation of Wand and Williamson’s soundness theorem for our analysis is
as follows.
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Theorem 1. For a given annotated expression e` , either:

• e reduces to v ` and then e |={`} ⊆ ϕ(`0 ),


• or e reduces to (blame λ R)` and then e |={hλ, Ri} ⊆ ψ(`),


• or e reduces forever.
Intuitively, our analysis conservatively predicts the runtime behavior of
the program. If the program terminates normally by returning a value then
the analysis correctly predicts the value. If the program terminates abnormally because of a runtime error then the analysis conservatively predicts
the error, its location (as represented by `), and its severity.
The proof follows the one by Wand and Williamson, extended to handle
integers, if0 expressions, and blame sets. It proceeds in three steps.
First, for two expressions e and e0 such that e −→ e0 , define a relation
$ in such a way that it relates sub-expressions of e0 and their labels to the
corresponding sub-expressions of e and their labels, based on the effect the
reduction relation has on the shape of e to get e0 . This step relies on the fact
that the reduction relation in Figure 3.4 does not introduce new labels and
rearranges existing labels in a specific way.
Second, show that, for two expression e and e0 such that e −→ e0 , the
value set (blame set, respectively) of every sub-expression in e0 is a subset
of the value set (blame set) of the $-related sub-expression in e. This in
essence shows that the reduction relation can only make the value set (blame
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set) of an expression become smaller, which is at the heart of the soundness
theorem.
Third, based on the previous step, show that, for two expression e and
e0 such that e −→ e0 , if ϕ (ψ, respectively) satisfies the set of constraints
e , then ϕ (ψ) is also a solution of the set of constraints e0 . This gives




us a preservation lemma. Combining that preservation lemma with a simple
progress lemma gives us the theorem above.

3.5

Analysis Complexity

Generating constraints from the source code of the program is easily done
by traversing the program’s abstract syntax tree, which takes an amount of
time linear in the size of the program.
Once all the constraints have been generated they have to be solved to
obtain the minimal solution (the minimal fixed point for the constraints).
This part of the analysis is in fact the most time-consuming one. The overall
complexity of the analysis is therefore highly dependent on the way constraints are represented in the analyzer and on the algorithm used to solve
them. In practice representing value sets as nodes in a graph and constraints
between value sets as edges in the graph works well. Computing the minimal
solution amounts then to computing the closure of the graph. Such a simple
set-based flow analysis based on the transitive closure of set constraints (a
form of monovariant SBA for shallow patterns [41]) can be done in time cubic
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in the size of programs [3]. While some programs can be analyzed in almost
linear time [43], there does not appear to be better bounds without imposing restrictions on the programming language analyzed. This complexity is
known as the “cubic bottleneck” [32] and is one of the main reasons why a
modular analysis is desirable when debugging big programs.2
Once a solution has been computed, reconstructing the type for a given
expression requires a recursive traversal of the computed abstract value sets
to determine the set of labels reachable from the label for that expression.
This traversal is necessary because, as Heintze observed [31], the type information we seek is not explicitly available in the computed value sets but
is rather collectively encoded in those sets. Because the graph resulting
from the transitive closure computation contains many subgraphs that are
reachable from many different nodes, and because of the additional potential existence of many cycles in that graph (resulting from the presence of
recursive data structures or recursive functions in the analyzed program) a
naive type reconstruction algorithm could take exponential time in the size
of the graph. A slightly less naive algorithm that uses memoization can reconstruct a type in time linear in the size of the graph though, and hence
in time linear in the size of the original program. Since there are at most a
linear number of labels, the type reconstruction phase then takes at most a
quadratic time. In practice though those types are only used by a graphi2

A sound solution that assigns the abstract value “any” to all value sets can be computed in linear time, but such overly conservative non-minimal solution is of little value
to the user of a static debugger.
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cal static debugger for display to the user. Their computation can therefore
even be done on request, rather than at once. Regardless, the complexity
of the analysis is dominated by the computation of the minimal solution to
the constraints. The whole analysis has therefore a cubic worst-cast running
time O(n3 ), where n is the size of the original program.

3.6

Related Work

The analysis we have just presented for our extended untyped lambda calculus is a set-based analysis [3, 49, 30, 45, 20] based on Shivers’s 0-CFA [50].
Cousot and Cousot [13] show that such set-based analyses are special cases
of their abstract interpretation framework [12].
There is a general equivalence between polyvariant flow analyses and type
systems with intersection and union types [31, 46, 55]. The system we have
presented so far is monovariant, in the sense that functions are analyzed only
once, even when used multiple times. It is fairly straightforward to extend
the analysis to k-CFA [50], by keeping track of the different applications a
given function flows through before being applied, or to instead use Agesen’s
cartesian product algorithm [2], which in both cases will make the analysis
polyvariant [51].
Identifying the source of type errors in ML-like languages is notoriously
difficult [53]. Since we use a flow analysis, our graphical debugger can easily
trace values back to their source when a contract violation occurs [21]. The
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closest equivalent is Haack and Wells’s type error slicing system [29], which
uses fairly complex annotations to basically compute the same information
as we do.

Chapter 4
Modules and Simple Contracts
The cubic bottleneck for the running time of the analysis we described in
the previous chapter makes it in practice difficult to analyze programs larger
than a few thousand lines. The analysis is also a whole program analysis,
making it impossible to analyze the different parts of a program in isolation
of each other.
To solve these problem we now present a new analysis for a lambda calculus extended with modules. We use a runtime contract system similar
to the one described by Findler and Felleisen [18] at the interface of modules. The analysis then extracts from these runtime contracts enough static
information to still compute precise results.
In this chapter we restrict ourselves to a contract language that contains
only integer and arrow contracts. This allows us to introduce the machinery
necessary for a modular analysis, before we consider more complex contracts
in the next chapter.
24
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Contract Calculus

As before, we introduce in the first subsection our surface syntax and internal
syntax of programs with modules and simple contracts. In the second subsection, we explain the translation from surface syntax into internal syntax,
which is more complex than in the case of the simple lambda calculus.

4.1.1

User Syntax and Annotated Syntax

Figure 4.1 specifies the surface syntax of our lambda calculus with modules
and contracts, where f is a module-defined variable, n is a number, and x is a
lexical variable. To create a manageable model, we make several simplifying
assumptions. First, since Findler and Felleisen’s model for contracts [18]
explains them in a typed context, we omit types here because they would
only clutter our work with unnecessary details. Second, each module defines
and exports a single variable along with a contract; the defined variable
stands for a value; it is uniquely named throughout the program; and it
is automatically visible everywhere. Third, programs are closed terms and
consist of a sequence of modules followed by a single expression.
As indicated before, the language of contracts is limited to just two kinds
of constructs: one construct for validating that a value is an integer, which
shows how the model deals with basic types, and one construct for validating
that a value is a function.
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E | MP
(module f C V )
n | (λx.E)
V | x | f | (E E) | (if0 E E E)
int | (C→C)

Figure 4.1: Surface syntax for the lambda calculus with modules and simple
contracts.

P
M
V
E

::= E | M P
::= (module f β V )`
::= n` | (λxβ .E)`
0
`c
| ((C →C)
ˆ ``
f ⇐ V)
::= V | xβ | f β | (E E)` | (if0 E E E)`
| (C⇐ E)` | (blame L R)`
0

C

``
::= int``
f | (C→C)f
0
| (C →C)
ˆ ``

L

::= f | µ | λ

0

f

Figure 4.2: Annotated syntax for the lambda calculus with modules and
simple contracts.
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Again we need to elaborate such programs into the internal syntax of
Figure 4.2 for the purpose of the analysis. As before the syntax contains
labeled versions of all syntactic phrases—β for labels on lexical and module
variables and one or two labels ` for all others. The major new expression
form is (C⇐ E). It evaluates the expression E to a value and checks whether
the value satisfies the contract C. Blame expressions can now use the name
of the variable defined in a module (or µ for the main expression) to blame
that specific module when a contract violation is detected.
The annotated grammar also has a new contract form (C →C)
ˆ f . We
refer to it as a “blessed” arrow contract. It denotes a partially validated
contract. It is used when the run-time system has confirmed that a value is
a procedure but has yet to confirm that the procedure satisfies the domain
and range checks.1
Consider the following example:
(module f (int→int) (λx.x))
(f 3)
The annotation of this program yields the following:
(module f β1 (λxβ2 .xβ2 )`λ )`f
(((int`µ1 `2 →int`f 3 `4 )`f 5 `6 ⇐ f β1 )`c 3`n )`a
In the annotated program, each subexpression (except for variables) has a
unique label; each contract has two unique labels and a module name (or
1

For reduction purposes blessed arrows could be replaced with eta expansion. However
we will later see that this would break the modularity of the analysis by creating free
variables during the lifting phase of Section 4.3.1. See Footnote 3.
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µ). Furthermore, the reference to the module variable f is wrapped with a
contract check that ensures the module satisfies its contract.

4.1.2

Annotation Process

The rules of Figure 4.3 define the annotation process for our language with
modules and simple contracts. Unlike expressions, every contract is annotated with two unique labels and a module name. These annotations are
required by the analysis: the two labels on a contract represent the contract
in its two roles as both a source (first label) and a sink (second label) of
abstract values; and the module name on a contract is used to assign blame
when the analysis detects a violation of that contract.
The judgement for annotating programs is of the form
`a
pp

p0

where p is the original program and p0 is the annotated version. The Program
rule builds two environments ∆ and Γ, the first one mapping module names
to contracts and the second one mapping variables to labels.
The judgement for modules is of the form
∆, Γ `a
mm

m0
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∆, Γ `a
m0i
∆, Γ, µ `a
e0
m mi
ee
def
def
where ∆ = [fi 7→ ci , . . .] and Γ = [fi 7→ βi , . . .]
given mi = (module fi ci vi )
(Program)
`a
m0i . . . e0
p mi . . . e
v0
Γ(f ) = β
∆, Γ, f `a
ev
(Module)
∆, Γ `a
(module f β v 0 )`
m (module f c v)

∆, Γ, f `a
en

n`

(Int)

Γ(x) = β
(Var)
∆, Γ, f `a
xβ
ex

e0
∆, Γ[x 7→ β], f `a
ee
(Lam)
∆, Γ, f `a
(λxβ .e0 )`
e (λx.e)
Γ(g) = β
∆, Γ, g, f
∆, Γ, f `a
eg

∆(g) = c
c0
`a
cc

e01
∆, Γ, f `a
∆, Γ, f `a
e e2
e e1
∆, Γ, f `a
(e01 e02 )`
e (e1 e2 )
∆, Γ, f `a
e00
∆, Γ, f `a
e e0
e e1
∆, Γ, f `a
e (if0 e0 e1 e2 )

∆, Γ, f, g `a
c int

(c0 ⇐ g β )`
e02

(ModVar)

(App)

∆, Γ, f `a
e e2
(if0 e00 e01 e02 )`
e01

∆, Γ, g, f `a
c cd
∆, Γ, f, g `a
c cr
0 (IntC)
int``
∆, Γ, f, g `a
c (cd →cr )
f

e02

c0d
c0r
0
(c0d →c0r )``
f

(If0)

(ArrowC)

Figure 4.3: Annotation judgments for the lambda calculus with modules and
simple contracts.
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where m0 is the annotated version of module m. The Module rule removes
the contract on the defined module variable and annotates the rest of the
module. The remaining rules add the contract to references of the module
variable.
The judgement for expressions is of the form
∆, Γ, f `a
ee

e0

where f is the name of the module (or µ for the main expression) in which
expression e appears and e0 is the annotated version of e. Variable references
share their label with their respective binder (rules Var and ModVar).
Additionally, references to module variables are wrapped with a contract
check for the contract that was associated with the variable’s definition (rule
ModVar). Module variables that are not referenced in a program are therefore not checked against their contract, i.e., putting contracts on dead code
has no effect.
Finally, the judgement for contracts is of the form
∆, Γ, f, g `a
cc

c0

where c0 is the annotated version of the contract c. The two module names
f and g represent the two parties that agreed to the contract c. One is the
name of the module variable that uses c in its contract; the other is the name
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of the module where that variable is used. Which of f and g corresponds to
which of those two names varies. The two names switch positions when the
annotation process traverses a domain position in a functional contract (rule
ArrowC). The rules ensure that every part of a contract that appears in
contravariant position is annotated with the name of the module currently
analyzed. This mirrors Findler and Felleisen [18]’s rule for assigning blame
in the presence of higher-order functions. Annotating contracts is otherwise
straightforward.
As before, once a program has been completely annotated it can then be
either reduced to a value (if it has one) or analyzed. The two processes are
the subject of the next two sections.

4.2

Reduction Rules

Figure 4.4 defines the reduction semantics for annotated programs with contract checks. The goal of the process is to reduce the main expression to a
value in the module context. The relation −→ is the one-step reduction;
the set of evaluation contexts for expressions is:
def
E = [ ] | (E e)` | (v E)` | (if0 E e e)` | (C⇐ E)`
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((λxβ .e)`λ v `v )`a

−→ e[v `v /xβ ]

(n`n v `v )`a

−→ (blame λ R)`a

(if0 0`0 e1 e2 )`

−→ e1

if0-true

(if0 v `v e1 e2 )`

−→ e2

if0-false

`n ` c
(int``
f ⇐ n )

−→ n`

int-int

v `v )`c
(int``
f ⇐ ~

−→ (blame f R)`

v `v )` c
((c1 →c2 )``
f ⇐~

v `v )`c
−→ ((c1 →c
ˆ 2 )``
f ⇐ ~

0

0

subst
app-error

0

int-lam

0

0

0

`n `c
((c1 →c2 )``
f ⇐ n )

−→ (blame f R)`

(((c1 →c
ˆ 2 )``
v `v )`c w `w )`a −→ (c2 ⇐ (~v `v (c1 ⇐ w`w )
f ⇐ ~
0

lam-lam

0

lam-int
L+ (c

1))

L− (c

2))

L+ (c

2)

split-arrow

Figure 4.4: Reduction rules for the lambda calculus with modules and simple
contracts.
Expression evaluation contexts do not include contexts for contracts,
which are syntax, not values. The grammar for annotated programs guarantees that contracts never show up outside a contract check.
The module context becomes relevant in only one situation:
. . . (module f β v)` . . . E[f β ]
−→

. . . (module f β v)` . . . E[v]

lookup

The lookup rule replaces a reference to a module variable with its value.
Since all module-defined variable references are wrapped with contract checks
during the annotation phase, a contract check now surrounds the value v.
In Figure 4.4 we use n to represent again runtime integers, ~v to represent
this time functions or functions with any number of blessed arrow contract
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checks wrapped around them, and v and w to represent any values whatsoever. Again a blame redex in any context reduces the entire program in one
step to just that expression, whereupon reduction stops.
The first four rules in Figure 4.4 are as in the previous chapter. The rest
of the reduction rules concern contract checking:
• The int-int and int-lam rules check that a given value is an integer.
If it is, the check reduces to the tested value. Importantly, the label `
on the int contract becomes the label on n. The reason is that in the
0
analysis, label ` acts as an abstract value source for the contract int``
f .

The reduction rule thus guarantees that the value n has the same label
as the abstract source it replaces, which is the key to the relevant step
in the soundness proof of the analysis. If the check for an integer fails,
the int-lam blames the appropriate module using the module variable
annotation from the int contract. The label of the blame expression is
the second label on the contract: `0 acts as an abstract value sink during
the analysis and the reduction rule thus guarantees preservation.
• lam-lam and lam-int correspond to the rules int-int and int-lam,
respectively. The only difference is the presence of a blessed arrow in
the lam-lam rule: once a value has been checked to be a function, we
still need to check that the function’s argument or the function’s result
do not break their respective parts of the contract. It is impossible to
check these contracts now because the function might be applied only
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much later or even not at all [18]. Hence, the rule introduces a blessed
arrow contract check around the function, indicating that the arrow
check has succeeded but that the argument and result of the function
still remain to be checked. If the function already had blessed arrow
contract checks wrapped around it, it now has one more.
• The split-arrow rule breaks a blessed arrow contract into its domain
and range contracts. It distributes those to the actual argument of
the function and to the result of the whole application, respectively.
This is how a higher-order contract is, step by step, transformed into
a series of flat contracts [18]. When a function has multiple blessed
arrow contract checks wrapped around it, this rule also ensures that
the multiple domain contracts are checked outside-in and the multiple
range contracts are checked inside-out. This in turn ensures that blame
is correctly assigned when one of the domain or range contracts is
violated. Since one contract check is replaced by two smaller ones
and all expressions have to be labeled, there is seemingly a need for
more labels in the contractum than in the redex. However by using
the L+ and L− functions (which extract the first and second label of
a contract, respectively) we can share labels between the appropriate
terms and avoid the introduction of fresh labels, which would break the
soundness proof of the analysis.
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Together the annotation and reduction processes ensure that a contract
check is always present at the interface between expressions that come from
different modules, regardless of how far the reduction process has progressed.
This invariant is essential for the modularity of the analysis we now present.

4.3

The Analysis

Due to contracts, our analysis problem differs from the usual one. As a
dynamic element, contracts add new behavior to programs. If a contract
fails, the execution stops and the system issues a blame assignment. As a
static element, contracts guarantee basic properties about the values that
flow out of them; i.e., each contract separates a program into two pieces:
those that send values into the contract and those that receive values from
the contract. In short, contracts are simultaneously value sources and value
sinks, and they naturally partition programs into (analysis) modules.
Based on this insight, we have designed a three-phase analysis. The first
step is to lift contract checks out of their context and to leave just a copy of
the contracts in their place. The result is a sequence of terms made of a mix
of modules and expressions. The second and third step can then proceed in
a way that parallels the analysis described in the previous chapter: generate
constraints, both from expressions and contracts, and then produce types
from a solution to these constraints. We now describe those three phases.
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lift

→

(c0→c1)⇐

(c0→c1)⇐

c0→c1

↓ reduce
...

↓ reduce

c1⇐

c1⇐

c1⇐
lift

→
c0⇐

c1⇐

c0⇐
c0

c1

c1

Figure 4.5: Lifting subtrees.

4.3.1

Lifting

The lifting step splits an annotated program at contract boundaries. Each
contract check (c⇐ e)` is lifted to the top of the program; the remaining
hole in the term is filled with the contract c. The duplication of the contract
allows the analysis to separate its two roles. At the bottom of a term, the
contract is a source of values, which means the analysis uses only its positive
labels. At the top level, it is a value sink; the analysis uses only the negative
labels.
Figure 4.5 illustrates the lifting process with two examples. In the upper
left part of the figure, the white triangle represents the primary expression
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before the reduction process has started. It contains a grey triangle, which is
a reference to a module variable. The oval between the two trees represents
the module contract. Lifting produces two triangles: the white one, with just
the contract where the grey term was located, and the grey one, with the
original contract check at its top. Naturally, the grey one is just an (indirect)
reference to the module that defines and exports the variable.
The lower row of the figure depicts the main expression after several reduction steps. The reduction steps copy terms and split up contracts. The
result is, for example, that a single module reference can turn into numerous embedded terms with contracts. The triangles in the lower left of the
figure depict such a term. Imagine that a function body under c1 has been
duplicated and applied once. The small white triangle under c0 is the actual
argument that was substituted into the function body. The lifting step for
this reduced program produces four terms.
For a second example, look again at the program in Figure 2.2. Recall
that Find and Connect are separate modules and that Composition is
the main expression. The module variable references to connect, cb-find ,
and ct-find in the main (connect find-cb find-ct) expression are annotated
with their respective contract during the initial annotation phase. Once we
have the program in the internal syntax, the lifting step described above removes these three module variable references, lifting them to the top level,
and replaces them in the main expression with the corresponding contracts.
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The main expression can now be analyzed without having to look at the
definitions of connect, cb-find , and ct-find in the other two modules.
If the annotated program is reduced an interesting situation will eventually occur: the contract on connect will be a blessed arrow as will be the
contracts on both find-cb and find-ct. At that point the next reduction will
split connect’s blessed arrow contract and place connect’s first argument subcontract on the already annotated find-cb, place connect’s second argument
subcontract on the already annotated find-ct, and place connect’s result subcontract on the application. The result is that both find-cb and find-ct will
have two contracts on top of them: their own and the one coming from the
argument part of connect’s contract (note that this is allowed by the grammar for annotated programs in Figure 4.2). Lifting this program will then
result in two small trees (one for find-cb and one for find-ct), which will each
have a contract at the top, a contract at the bottom, and no expression in
between! This makes sense: it is the way we will make sure that find-cb and
find-ct can indeed be given as arguments to connect, but ensuring so while
only analyzing the main expression.
Figure 4.6 defines the lifting process. The four judgements are of the form
`l
tt

ts

where t is in p, m, e, and c (for programs, modules, expressions, and contracts
respectively), t is the term to be lifted, and ts are the resulting lifted trees.
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Most of the rules defining the lifting process are structural rules that
simply gather the terms resulting from lifting subterms and push all those
terms to the program’s top level in the right deterministic order.
The only rule of interest is Check: a contract check (c0 ⇐ e0 )` is lifted to
the top and a copy c0 of the contract takes its place in the tree currently being
processed. For simplicity, we ignore the distinction between arrow contracts
and their blessed counterparts (rule BArrowC).

4.3.2

Constraints Generation

After the lifting step, programs satisfy additional syntactic invariants: see the
grammar in Figure 4.7. This new grammar differs from the one in Figure 4.2
in three ways: (1) contracts are now expressions; (2) contract checks are
no longer expressions and can only appear at the program’s top-level, like
module definitions; (3) blessed arrow contracts have disappeared.
Again, the analysis has to produce two results: a mapping ϕ from labels
to sets of labels, as before, and a mapping ψ from labels to error culprit (that
include now module names) and severity (still only red, for now).
To do so, the constraint generation algorithm again needs to identify
value sources and value sinks in the analyzed program and to consider all
the possible combinations, regardless of where the sources and sinks appear in
the program (i.e. constraints should be created even when sources and sinks
appear in different modules). As mentioned before, contracts play the role of
both sources and sinks. Contracts that occur as leaves in an expression are
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`l
esi . . . m0i
`l
es . . . e0
m mi
ee
(Program)
`l
esi . . . m0i . . . es . . . e0
p mi . . . e
`l
ev
β
`
`l
m (module f v)

`
`l
e ne...

n`e...
β
`l
ex

(Int)

xβ

es . . . v 0
es . . . (module f β v 0 )`

`l
ee
l
`e (λxβ .e)`e1 ...
(Var)

(Module)

es . . . e0
es . . . (λxβ .e0 )`e1 ...

β
`l
ef

fβ

(Lam)

(ModVar)

es1 . . . e01
`l
es2 . . . e02
`l
e e2
e e1
(App)
`
0 e0 )`
`l
(e
e
)
es
.
.
.
es
.
.
.
(e
1
2
e 1 2
1 2
`l
es0 . . . e00
es1 . . . e01
es2 . . . e02
`l
`l
e e0
e e1
e e2
(If0)
`
0 e0 e0 )`
`l
(if0
e
e
e
)
es
.
.
.
es
.
.
.
es
.
.
.
(if0
e
0 1 2
0
1
2
e
0 1 2
`
`l
e (blame f s)

(blame f s)`

(Blame)

`l
esc . . . c0
`l
es . . . e0
cc
ee
(Check)
`
0 ⇐ e 0 )` c0
`l
(c⇐
e)
es
.
.
.
es
.
.
.
(c
c
e
``0
`l
c intf

int``
f

0

(IntC)

`l
`l
esd . . . c0d
esr . . . c0r
c cd
c cr
0 (ArrowC)
``0
0 →c0 )``
`l
(c
→c
)
es
.
.
.
es
.
.
.
(c
r
d
c d r f
r f
d
``0
`l
c (cd →cr )f
0
`l
ˆ r )``
c (cd →c
f

es

(BArrowC)

es

Figure 4.6: Lifting judgments for the lambda calculus with modules and
simple contracts.
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::= E | M P
| (C⇐ E)` P
::= (module f β V )`
::= n` | (λxβ .E)`
::= V | xβ | f β | (E E)` | (if0 E E E)`
| C | (blame L R)`
0
0
::= int`` | (C→C)``
f

f

::= f | µ | λ

Figure 4.7: Analyzed syntax for the lambda calculus with modules and simple
contracts.

`+ `−
inth5 5

Source Sink
n`n
`+ `−
intf 1 1
(λxβ .e` )`λ
`+ `−
`+ `− `+ `−
(cg 1 1 →cf 2 2 )f 3 3

−
{`λ } ⊆ ϕ(`−
5 ) ⇒ {hh, Ri} ⊆ ψ(`5 )
−
−
{`+
3 } ⊆ ϕ(`5 ) ⇒ {hh, Ri} ⊆ ψ(`5 )

Source Sink

(e`5 e`6 )`a

`+ `− `+ `−
` + `−
(ci 7 7 →ch8 8 )h5 5

n`n
`+ `−
intf 1 1

{`n } ⊆ ϕ(`5 ) ⇒ {hλ, Ri} ⊆ ψ(`a )

−
{`n } ⊆ ϕ(`−
5 ) ⇒ {hh, Ri} ⊆ ψ(`5 )

(λxβ .e` )`λ
`+ `− `+ `−
`+ `−
(cg 1 1 →cf 2 2 )f 3 3

−
−
+
{`+
1 } ⊆ ϕ(`5 ) ⇒ {hλ, Ri} ⊆ ψ(`a ) {`1 } ⊆ ϕ(`5 ) ⇒ {hh, Ri} ⊆ ψ(`5 )

{`λ } ⊆ ϕ(`5 ) ⇒ ϕ(`6 ) ⊆ ϕ(β)

+
{`λ } ⊆ ϕ(`−
5 ) ⇒ ϕ(`7 ) ⊆ ϕ(β)

{`λ } ⊆ ϕ(`5 ) ⇒ ϕ(`) ⊆ ϕ(`a )

−
{`λ } ⊆ ϕ(`−
5 ) ⇒ ϕ(`) ⊆ ϕ(`8 )

−
{`+
3 } ⊆ ϕ(`5 ) ⇒ ϕ(`6 ) ⊆ ϕ(`1 )

−
+
−
{`+
3 } ⊆ ϕ(`5 ) ⇒ ϕ(`7 ) ⊆ ϕ(`1 )

+
{`+
3 } ⊆ ϕ(`5 ) ⇒ ϕ(`2 ) ⊆ ϕ(`a )

−
+
−
{`+
3 } ⊆ ϕ(`5 ) ⇒ ϕ(`2 ) ⊆ ϕ(`8 )

Table 4.1: Constraints creation for the lambda calculus with modules and
simple contracts.
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sources; contracts inside of top-level checks are sinks. Because of this dual
role, contracts have two labels: one represents the contract as a value source
and the other as a value sink. Consider
+ −
int`f `

The analysis uses `+ when it deals with the contract as an integer source and
`− when it deals with it as an integer sink, i.e., for an integer contract check.
Table 4.1 is similar to Table 3.1, only with more source and sink combinations. We therefore only explain here the constraints in the bottom right
cell of the second part of the table.
The first (second, respectively) of those two constraints says that, if an
abstract functional value, represented by the arrow contract labeled with `+
3,
flows into a function check, represented by the arrow contract labeled with `−
5,
then the abstract value source from the domain (range) of the function check
+
(functional value), represented by `+
7 (`2 ), flows into the abstract value check

from the domain (range) of the functional value (function check) represented
−
by `−
1 (`8 ).

The blame constraints in Table 4.1 always use the name h associated with
the sink (or λ when the program violates the language specification), never
the name f associated with the source. This makes the analysis consistent
with the invariant established via rule ArrowC during the annotation process of Section 4.1.2. That rule switches the two module variable names used
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by the `a
c judgment as it traverses the domain positions in a functional contract. This switch ensures that when an expression is reduced and triggers a
contract violation at runtime, blame for that violation is always correctly assigned to the module that originally contained the expression being reduced.
The switch also ensures that, at analysis time, the name of the module that
originally contained the currently analyzed lifted expression tree is always
the name associated with any contract check that is used at the top of that
tree.
For example, in the lower left part of Figure 4.5, the original grey module
is always blamed when the reduction process triggers a runtime contract
violation in either of the two grey terms. In the lower right corner of the
figure the name of the original grey module is always associated with the
contract checks at the top of both grey subtrees. By always using the name h
associated with such contact checks when assigning blame, the constraints of
Table 4.1 guarantee that the analysis is consistent with the runtime behavior
in blaming the original grey module for all contract violations occurring inside
a grey term.
This treatment of blame assignment is also consistent with a modular
analysis. The analysis completely trusts the contracts at the top and bottom of a lifted expression tree to correctly approximate the outside world,
even if analyzing later that outside world might show that assumption to be
untrue. Since it trusts the contracts, the analysis can only assign blame to
the analyzed expression. While this makes blame assignment look easy, it is
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really a consequence of a carefully engineered annotation process and lifting
phase.
Additional Constraints
Finally, as in the previous chapter, we must supplement Table 4.1 with rules
that get the flows initiated for all the value sources. See the top row of
Table 4.2, where integer and arrow contracts are treated as abstract value
sources.
The fourth row explains the analysis of contract checks at the top of the
lifted trees. Recall that a contract at the top of a lifted tree simulates the
context in which the tree used to occur. Since any given contract can be both
a value source or a value sink, the constraint generation algorithm merely
connects the outflow of the sub-expression with the inflow of the contract.
Initially, a module contributes only its single value to the analysis. The
last row in Table 4.2 therefore adds a constraint that connects the value to
the module variable. Since a variable shares its label with all its references,
the value thus flows from the variable definition to each reference to a ⇐ form
that checks the values against the module variable’s contract. The analysis
thereby ensures that the expression defining the module variable satisfies its
own contract.
Once all the constraints have been generated, they are solved exactly as
described in the previous chapter, by computing the closure of a graph.
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int``
f

0

(λxβ .e`e )`

0
(c1 →c2 )``
f
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{`} ⊆ ϕ(`)

(blame f s)`

{hf, si} ⊆ ψ(`)

(if0 e`0 e`1 e`2 )`

ϕ(`1 ) ⊆ ϕ(`)
ϕ(`2 ) ⊆ ϕ(`)

0

`e `c
(c``
f ⇐ e )

ϕ(`e ) ⊆ ϕ(`0 )

(module f β v `v )`

ϕ(`v ) ⊆ ϕ(β)

Table 4.2: Additional constraints for the lambda calculus with modules and
simple contracts.

4.3.3

Type Reconstruction

Since the contract language considered in this chapter is quite simple, extending the type reconstruction process to handle those new abstract values
is straightforward. See Figure 4.8.
In the previous chapter type reconstruction was only of interest because
we wanted our static graphical debugger to use a type-like representation
when displaying the results of the analysis to the user. Here, however, these
types are also useful for the formulation of the analysis soundness theorem
of the next section.

4.4

Soundness

Let p be the set of constraints that the analysis generates when given the


lifted program p, and, sa before, let |= denote implication between sets of
constraints: for two sets of constraints A and A0 , we have A|=A0 if and only
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def
ϕ
Rϕ (`) = {`} ∪ Ru (`)
def S
ϕ
ϕ
Ru (`) = ` ∈ϕ(`) Rt (`i )
 i
``0
def{`} if n` or intf
ϕ
Rt (`) =
0
0
{`} ∪ Rϕ (` ) ∪ Rϕ (` ) if (λx`1 .e`2 )` or (c`1 `1 →c`2 `2 )``0
g
1
2
f
f
def
ϕ
ϕ
T (`) = (rec ([`i T u (`i )]` ∈Rϕ (`) . . .) `)
i
def
ϕ
ϕ
T u (`) = (union T t (`i )` ∈ϕ(`) . . .)
i

``0
`

int
if
n
or
int
def
ϕ
f
T t (`) =
0
0
(` →` ) if (λx`1 .e`2 )` or (c`1 `1 →c`2 `2 )``0
g
1
2
f
f

Figure 4.8: Type reconstruction for the lambda calculus with modules and
simple contracts.
if every solution of A is a solution of A0 . Given this machinery, an adaptation
of Wand and Williamson’s soundness theorem for our modular analysis is as
follows.
0
def
Theorem 2. For a given annotated program p, let p0 = m0 . . . e` be such

that `l
pp

p0 . Then either:

• p reduces to m . . . v ` and then p0 |={`} ⊆ ϕ(`0 ),


• or p reduces to (blame π R)` and then p0 |={hπ, Ri} ⊆ ψ(`),


• or p reduces forever;
where π indicates the party to blame for the violation: either a module variable name like f , or µ for the main expression, or λ for a violation by the
programmer of a constraint of the lambda calculus itself.
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The proof follows the lines of the one described in the previous chapter.
While necessary, the theorem above is not quite enough. It shows that, if
the program reduces to a value, the analysis correctly predicts the label on
that value. This does not automatically mean that the analysis predicts the
value itself; after all, the label on a given value changes every time the value
crosses a contract boundary. Indeed, one of the invariants of the reduction
rules from Figure 4.4 is that a value that successfully goes through a contract
check always acquires the label that was on that contract (seen as an abstract
value source).
What we want is a strengthening of the theorem that tells us something
about values and types. Fortunately, contracts ensure that types are preserved as values cross contract boundaries. For example, when the analysis
encounters the expression
0

`n `c
(int``
f ⇐ 3 ) ,
the theorem above says that the analysis will predict a value with label ` as
the final result of the program, but we want a more informative theorem that
says that the analysis will predict that that result is in fact an integer with
label `. In this case we obtain 3` after just one reduction step (int-int).
Using this insight, we can state and prove an improved correctness theorem.
0
def
Theorem 3. For a given annotated program p, let p0 = m0 . . . e` be such

that `l
pp

p0 . Then either:
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• p reduces to m . . . v ` and then p0 |=T ϕ (`) ≤T ϕ (`0 ),


• or p reduces to (blame π R)` and then p0 |={hπ, Ri} ⊆ ψ(`),


• or p reduces forever.
where ≤ is subtyping between recursive types [5, 34] and π has the same
meaning as before.
Proof Sketch. We adapt again Wand and Williamson’s technique as follows for this proof. Take the set of constraints p0 . Replace every constraint


of the form ϕ(`) ⊆ ϕ(`0 ) with a constraint of the form T ϕ (`)≤T ϕ (`0 ). Now
prove the type preservation property for these sets of constraints using Wand
and Williamson’s technique and the fact that all contract checking reductions
in Figure 4.4 ensure that types are preserved when a value crosses a contract
boundary.

4.5

Modularity

Conventionally, an analysis is called modular if it is applied to a module and
a description of the rest of the world. That is, the approach assumes that
a modular analysis is what an analysis applied to a module is. This makes
sense if the analysis is defined compositionally (i.e. if the result of analyzing
a term only depends on the results of analyzing the term’s subterms). In
contrast, we have formulated the analysis in terms of the entire program,
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and we now have to prove that it is modular, i.e., that a lifted tree of a
program can be analyzed in isolation of the rest of the program.
Theorem 4. Given an annotated program p, let p0 be such that `l
pp

p0 .

Consider a single lifted tree t0 in p0 . Consider the minimal solution ϕp0 of
p0 and its restriction ϕp0 /t0 to the labels that occur in t0 . Consider also the


minimal solution ϕt0 of t0 . Then ϕp0 /t0 and ϕt0 are the same.


In other words, analyzing a lifted tree (either a module or a lifted expression) in isolation of the rest of the program produces the same results
as analyzing the whole program and then looking at the results for just that
tree. This is true regardless of how many times the program has already
been reduced.
Proof Sketch. A direct consequence of the lemma below. We consider
minimal solutions because all other pairs of solutions are incomparable in
general.
To show that module contracts are complete descriptions of the program
context, we prove that abstract values cannot flow between any two lifted
trees during the constraint solving phase.
Lemma. Given an annotated program p, let p0 be such that `l
pp

p0 . Then

for two different lifted trees t and t0 that are in p0 , the only labels ` in
t and `0 in t0 such that p0 |=ϕ(`) ⊆ ϕ(`0 ) are labels where ` = `0 = β with


+ −
t = (module f β v `v )`m and t0 = (c`f g ` ⇐ f β )`c .
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Intuitively, the lemma says that the analysis propagates only values from
modules to occurrences of contracted module names. That is, from a module
variable binder to a reference that is wrapped with a contract check. Of
course, such flows do not break modularity in practice because they merely
mean that the module’s value is checked against its own contract. That such
checks create a seemingly inter-tree flow is an artifact of our lifting process.
A practical implementation simply propagates the module’s value directly
into the check without going through the variable reference. This is in fact
what happens as soon as the lookup rule has been used.2
Proof Sketch. A close look at the syntax of Figure 4.7 shows that intertree flows can only occur in the following two cases: (1) across the same
contract seen as a sink at the top of a lifted tree and as a source at the
bottom of another tree; or (2) from a lexical or module-defined variable
binder in one tree to a reference to the same variable in another tree.
(1) All contracts are tagged with two labels. The first one is used when
the contract is seen as an abstract value source, the second one when the
contract is seen as a sink. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 are defined, however, in such
a way that no abstract value ever flows into a source contract (apart from
the abstract value represented by that contract itself) or flows out of a sink
contract. Leaking values across contracts is therefore impossible.
2

Putting the contract checks on the module variable binders rather than on each module
reference would make the analysis monovariant in such values. As it stands, it is naturally
polyvariant in values exported from modules [56].
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(2a) Similarly, the binder and all the references for a given lexical variable always remain inside the same tree. By construction contracts are initially only on module-defined variables. No reduction rule, including the
split-arrow rule, ever introduces a contract between a binder and one of
its references. The lifting function therefore never separates binder and references into two different trees.3 Leaks through lexical variables are thus
impossible, too.
(2b) Module variables are the only remaining mechanism for inter-tree
value propagation. Recall (Sec. 4.1.2) that the annotation phase wraps all
module variable references with a contract check:
(module f c v)
...f ...
becomes
(module f β v `v )`m
+ −
. . . (c`f g ` ⇐ f β )`c . . .

Now the lifting function lifts all contract checks to the top so that after
lifting, the annotated code above is split into three trees:
(module f β v `v )`m
+ −

(c`f g ` ⇐ f β )`c
+ −
. . . cf`g ` . . .

3

This is the invariant that would be broken if the lam-lam reduction rule in Figure 4.4
used eta expansion instead of a blessed arrow. See Footnote 1.
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And in fact, the analysis of this code propagates the value v `v in the first
tree to f β in the module and afterwards to the reference f β in the contract
check.
In short, this last part validates that inter-tree flows are possible from a
module variable definition to a contract check for just this variable. No other
kind of flow is possible through module variables because by construction all
contract checks are initially on module variable references. Such references
can only disappear by being substituted for their bound value (lookup rule
in Figure 4.4), which then makes the second lifted tree in the example above
independent of the first one.

4.6

Analysis Complexity

The constraints created by the analysis using the rules in Tables 4.1 and 5.3
can still be solved in time proportional to the cube of the size of the lifted
program [47] in the worst case. Remember though that the annotation process duplicates contracts, and in fact it can do so a linear number of times
if there is a linear number of module variable references in the program. If
a given module variable has a linear number of references and its contract is
itself linear in the size of the original program, the size of the lifted program
is then quadratic in the size of the original program in the worst case, and
the total running time of the constraint solving part of the analysis is then
proportional to the sixth power of the size of the original program. The
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worst-case running time for the whole analysis is therefore O(n6 ), where n is
the size of the original program. In practice contracts have a constant size so
the programmer is unlikely to ever experience this worst case analysis time.
A more interesting question is what happens in the most common case.
To answer this we have to define things slightly more formally. Assume first
that the modules and main expression of a program are numbered from 1
to m, with m being the number assigned to the main expression. We then
use S ci to indicate the size of the contract on the module variable defined in
module i, and we use S ei to indicate the size of the corresponding expression
e
c
in the definition in module i. The size S m
i of module i is then roughly S i +S i .

The main expression does not have a contract so S cm is zero. The size S p of
P
Pm e Pm c
m
the original program is then S p = m
S
=
i
i=1
i=1 S i +
i=1 S i .
To compute the size of the lifted program we have to take into account the
contract copying done by the lifting phase. Define Rji to be the number of
times the module variable defined in module j is referenced in module i (Rmi
is zero for all i, since the main expression does not define any variable). When
lifting module i, the lifting process does two things: first it removes from
module i the contract on the module variable defined in module i; second,
for all possible j (including i itself), it wraps around each reference to the
module variable defined in module j a contract check that contains a copy of
the contract that was originally on the variable defined in module j. The new
Pm
0
m
m0
c
c
size S m
i of module i after lifting is therefore S i = S i − S i +
j=1 (Rji S j ) =
P
Pm
c
e
c
(S ei + S ci ) − S ci + m
j=1 (Rji S j ) = S i +
j=1 (Rji S j ).
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Let us now make two simplifying assumptions. First we assume that
all modules in the original unlifted program had the same sizes, both for
their expression part (S ei = S e for all i) and contract part (S ci = S c for all
i, ignoring the problem of the main expression). From a practical point of
view, S e and S c can simply be thought of as averages, though for the benefit
of our mathematical treatment here it is more convenient to simply assume
that all the modules have the same sizes. The size S m0 of module i after
P
lifting then becomes S m0 = S e + S c m
j=1 Rji .
Now define the density d of an expression in the original program to be
the number of module variable references in that expression divided by the
size of the abstract syntax tree for the expression. The density d is therefore
a real number between zero and one. If you consider an expression that is
only a single module variable reference then the density is exactly one. If you
consider an expression that is written in the lambda calculus of Chapter 3
then the density of module variable references in that expression is zero. Our
second simplifying assumption is to assume that the density d is a constant
throughout the program. In practice we simply expect such density to be
relatively constant throughout the program for sufficiently big expressions.
The total number of module variable references that appear in module i
can then be computed in two different ways. First, as the sum of the number
of references to the module variable from module j that appear in module i:
Pm
j=1 Rji . Second, as the product of the density of module variable references
in the original unlifted module i times the size of the original unlifted module
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i: dS ei = dS e . From this and the above we can deduce that the size of module
i after lifting is S m0 = S e + S c dS e = S e (1 + dS c ).
Since our analysis is modular, the time T p0 required to analyze the whole
lifted program is the sum of the times required to analyze the different modules, taking into account that all modules have the same size and that
a given module can be analyzed in time proportional to the cube of its
Pm m0
3
= mT m0 = mk1 S m0 = mk1 (S e (1 + dS c ))3 =
lifted size: T p0 =
i=1 T
mk1 S e3 (1 + dS c )3 , for some constant k1 .
If we assume S c to be proportional to S e , i.e., S c = k2 S e , then we have
T p0 = mk1 S e3 (1 + dS c )3 = mk1 S e3 (1 + dk2 S e )3 ≈ mk1 S e3 (dk2 S e )3 = mk3 S e6
and we find again the sixth power result we discussed at the beginning of
this section (making S c proportional to S e is the same as making S c linear
in the size of the original program since the size of the original program is
mS e , following our first simplifying assumption above).
As we indicated above, having modules with contracts that have a size
linear in the size of the whole program is not likely to be seen in practice. If
we therefore assume S c to be constant we obtain T p0 = mk1 S e3 (1 + dS c )3 =
mk4 S e3 .
Practical experience with big software projects like DrScheme show that,
as the project grows, the number of modules increases steadily with the size
of the project while the size of individual modules seldom goes beyond a few
thousand lines. Modules that become too big are refactored by programmers
to keep the complexity of the code manageable. For example, among the 2088
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Scheme modules that are in DrScheme’s code base at the time of this writing,
only one is longer than 10000 lines. That one module contains in fact only
automatically generated data and no code. Only five modules are between
5000 and 9999 lines of Scheme code, one among the five again containing only
automatically generated data and two others containing only test cases for
other modules. Taking this into account we can use for S e an upper bound
of a few thousand lines and conclude that, for big projects, T p0 = mk5 , for
some (big) constant k5 . The running time for the analysis is then linear
in the number of modules in the program, which is what we expect from a
modular analysis.
Let us contrast this with a hypothetical analysis that uses one label per
contract instead of two. In such an analysis abstract values flow across contract boundaries, the analysis therefore can not be done in a modular manner, and the resulting complexity is cubic in the size of the whole program:
P
m0 3
m0 3
3
= m3 k6 S e3 (1 + dS c )3 . If we again consider
T p0 = k6 ( m
i=1 S ) = m k6 S
S c and S e to be upper-bounded by constants we then obtain T p0 = m3 k7 ,
for some (big) constant k7 . The running time of the analysis then grows as
the cube of the number of modules, which makes this hypothetical analysis
unrealistic for big projects.
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Related Work

Cousot and Cousot [14] formalize a modular version of their abstract interpretation framework [12] and consider several solutions, including the idea
of programmer-specified interfaces. For this case they provide general conditions relating the analysis and the interfaces so that the analysis is sound.
We conjecture that our approach is a special case of this framework, i.e.,
that our contract language and analysis fulfill their general conditions, but
we have no proof for this conjecture. We chose to develop our own model
and soundness proof so that we could cope with the blame analysis properly.
Probst [48], Flanagan and Felleisen [20], and Fähndrich and Aiken [4] develop set-based analyses for module-like components in (higher-order) objectoriented and functional languages. All three approaches rely on a variation of
the same basic technique. Their analysis generates separate constraint sets
for each module, simplifies them using various heuristics, stores the resulting
sets for later use, and eventually combines all the necessary sets together to
get the solution for a specific module. While this form of analysis clearly
helps programmers who wish to explore a large set of modules in an incremental manner, it does not qualify as a truly modular analysis. Without the
entire program around, a programmer cannot start the analysis.
Tang and Jouvelot [52] present a technique that uses type and effect
information, possibly coming from module signatures, to extend an abstract
interpretation to support separate analysis. They use 1-CFA as an example
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for their technique, though it can be applied to any abstract interpretation.
While this analysis truly qualifies as modular, it only considers contracts
as value sources, never as value sinks, and therefore cannot check module
definitions against their own contracts. Worse, because errors are impossible
in their language the analysis comes without any blame assignment, which
we consider a centerpiece of contract monitoring.
The conventional data-flow community has developed its own approaches
to the problem of modular analysis for higher-order languages. Chatterjee,
Ryder, and Landi [10] describe a symbolic technique for computing data-flows
in object-oriented programs in a modular fashion. For each module, their
analysis computes a data-flow transfer function that is parameterized over
the context. For references to the module, they use the transfer function and
a parameterized solution to compute the actual flow. Besson and Jensen [6]
describe a variation of this idea. Their analysis generates constraints from
object-oriented programs and represents them as clauses in a simple relational
query language; the unknowns are represented as predicate symbols. They
then simplify these clauses using techniques from logic programming. In the
end, both approaches suffer from the same problems as the analyses from
Probst, Flanagan and Felleisen, and Fähndrich and Aiken that we discussed
above.
Much work has also been done on modules in the context of HindleyMilner type systems [38, 39, 44, 37]. The power of the system we have
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presented so far is roughly equivalent to that of those type systems, though
this will change in the next chapter.
Dreyer et al. [17] present a type system for higher-order modules. Our
modules are first order only. The MzScheme programming language [23],
in which our static graphical debugger is written and which is the ultimate
target language for our analysis, has higher-order modules in the form of
units [25] but DrScheme’s current contract system does not handle units yet
and neither does our analysis.
As we have indicated in the previous chapter, there is a general equivalence between polyvariant flow analyses and type systems with intersection
and union types [31, 46, 55]. Systems with intersection and union types also
usually do not consider the problem of modularity. Since these analysis are
based on extending type systems with flow annotations, and since our contract language so far is simple enough to closely resemble types, we estimate
that extending those type systems to support first-order modules should not
be too difficult. Wells et al. indicate that their λCIL calculus could possibly
serve as the basis for a modular compilation system [55] but do not elaborate
on that point. Similarly, Haack and Wells’s work on type error slicing [29]
describes extending that system to handle module signatures as future work.

Chapter 5
Unrestricted Contracts
The previous chapter introduced a simple contract language based on integer
and arrow contracts. While this contract language allowed us to describe the
mechanisms necessary to have a modular analysis, namely using contracts
as both sources and sinks of abstract values, and having a lifting phase before constraints are generated, programmers often use runtime contracts that
state invariants that are far beyond the reach of conventional value-flow analyses or type systems. Therefore our analysis must somehow deal with those.
In this chapter we introduce a new contract form that allows programmers
to use any expression as a contract. The analysis handles those complex
contracts in two ways. First, whenever possible, it tries to approximate a
complex contract with a type-like contract of the kind we have used in the
previous chapter, and use this approximation in lieu of the complex contract.
The approximation mechanism is based on computing the domain of the
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predicate used in the complex contract. Second, in the case where using such
an approximation is not enough to establish whether a contract is violated
or not, the analysis delegates the proof to a theorem prover. The analysis we
now present is therefore parameterized over two things: an approximation
function and a theorem prover.

5.1

Contract Calculus

As usual, we introduce in the first subsection our surface syntax and internal
syntax of programs with modules and complex contracts. In the second subsection, we explain the translation from surface syntax into internal syntax,
which requires the definition of the approximation function we just discussed.

5.1.1

User Syntax and Annotated Syntax

In the user syntax of Figure 5.1, the language of contracts uses two new kinds
of constructs: one for validating any value, and one to use arbitrary expressions as contracts. Using the latter we can for example define the “positive
integer” contracts used in Figure 2.2. Each occurrence of int[>0] would be
expressed as (pred positive?) in the surface syntax, assuming the predicate
positive? had been defined somewhere. Unlike arrow contracts, pred is not a
constructor that combines other contracts; it uses plain expressions to create
a contract.
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P
M
V
E
C

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
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E | MP
(module f C V )
n | (λx.E)
V | x | f | (E E) | (if0 E E E)
int | any | (C→C) | (pred E)

Figure 5.1: Surface syntax for the lambda calculus with unrestricted contracts.

P
M
V

C

::= E | M P
::= (module f β V )`
::= n`E... | (λxβ .E)`E...
0
`c
| ((C →C)
ˆ ``
fg ⇐ V )
::= V | xβ | f β | (E E)` | (if0 E E E)`
| (C⇐ E)` | (blame L S)` | ε`
0
0
0
::= int`` | any`` | (C→C)``

L
S

0
0
``0
ˆ ``
| any
ˆ ``
f g | (C →C)
f g | hE E Cif g
::= f | µ | λ
::= O | R

E

fg

fg

fg

Figure 5.2: Annotated syntax for the lambda calculus with unrestricted contracts.
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The annotated syntax of Figure 5.2 is different from the one in the previous chapter in several ways.
First, integers and closures have extra subscript annotations to represent
contract predicates that they have satisfied. Such annotations are added only
during reductions. In practice a static debugger will only analyze unreduced
programs so the analyzed terms will not have such extra annotations. These
annotations are required for the soundness proof of the analysis though.
Second, blame expressions now have two possible severity levels when a
contract violation is detected: Red for violating a basic integer or arrow
contract, and Orange for violating a user-provided predicate.
Third, a new ε expression form is introduced. This is a technical device
to be explained shortly.
Fourth, all annotated contracts have now two module name annotations
instead of one. The two names represent the two parties that agreed to
the contract. Having these two names available is necessary for the proper
handling of the new any contract form.
Fifth, the any contracts have an equivalent blessed form any,
ˆ similarly to
what is done for arrow contracts.
Finally the annotated contract language includes a new form hE E Ci,
which we refer to as a contract triple. Contract triples replace the (pred E)
contract form in the unannotated syntax. Its first expression turns the predicate into a runtime check; its second expression is the original predicate;
and the last part is the contract’s projection that describes the domain of
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the predicate. The first is used with the semantics and the soundness proof;
the second and third are necessary for the analysis proper. The translation
from the (pred E) form into contract triples is described in the next section,
along with the full annotation process.

5.1.2

Annotation Process

The rules of Figure 5.3 define the full annotation process for our language
with modules and complex contracts. The judgements have the same form
as in the previous chapter. The major additions to the annotation process
are the presence of the complex predicates (rule PredC) and the fact that
contracts are now annotated with two module names. As before, these module names f and g represent the two parties that agreed to the contract
c. One is the name of the module variable that uses c in its contract; the
other is the name of the module where that variable is used. The two names
switch positions when the annotation process traverses a domain position in
a functional contract (rule ArrowC).
The annotating contracts is otherwise straightforward, except that contracts of the form (pred e) are translated into triples of the form

hF(e0 , L+ (c0 ), f ) e0

according to rule PredC:

0
c0 if``g
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∆, Γ, µ `a
∆, Γ `a
m0i
e0
ee
m mi
def
def
where ∆ = [fi 7→ ci , . . .] and Γ = [fi 7→ βi , . . .]
given mi = (module fi ci vi )
(Program)
`a
m0i . . . e0
p mi . . . e
v0
Γ(f ) = β
∆, Γ, f `a
ev
(Module)
β v 0 )`
∆, Γ `a
(module
f
c
v)
(module
f
m

∆, Γ, f `a
en

n`

(Int)

Γ(x) = β
(Var)
∆, Γ, f `a
xβ
ex

∆, Γ[x 7→ β], f `a
e0
ee
(Lam)
∆, Γ, f `a
(λxβ .e0 )`
e (λx.e)
Γ(g) = β
∆, Γ, g, f
∆, Γ, f `a
eg

∆(g) = c
c0
`a
cc

∆, Γ, f `a
e01
∆, Γ, f `a
e e2
e e1
a
∆, Γ, f `e (e1 e2 )
(e01 e02 )`
e00
∆, Γ, f `a
∆, Γ, f `a
e e1
e e0
∆, Γ, f `a
e (if0 e0 e1 e2 )
∆, Γ, f, g `a
c int

int``
fg

0

(IntC)

∆, Γ, g, f `a
c cd
a
∆, Γ, f, g `c cr
∆, Γ, f, g `a
c (cd →cr )
∆, Γ, f `a
ee

(c0 ⇐ g β )`
e02

(App)

∆, Γ, f `a
e e2
(if0 e00 e01 e02 )`
e01

∆, Γ, f, g `a
c any
c0d
c0r
0
(c0d →c0r )``
fg

any``
fg

e02

0

(If0)

(AnyC)

(ArrowC)

∆, Γ, f, g `a
c D∆ ((pred e))
def
e00 = F (e0 , L+ (c0 ), f )
0
∆, Γ, f, g `a
he00 e0 c0 i``
c (pred e)
fg
e0

(ModVar)

c0
(PredC)

Figure 5.3: Annotation judgments for the lambda calculus with unrestricted
contracts.
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• The expression e0 is the annotated version of e;
• The contract c0 is the annotated version of D∆ ((pred e)). The function D∆ computes an approximation of the domain of predicate e and
represents it as a contract. By construction, that contract does not
contain any sub-contracts of the form (pred E) and can therefore be
used as a simple contract that approximates the complex predicate e.
• F(e0 , L+ (c0 ), f ) generates boilerplate code that represents the application of the predicate to a value in a schematic manner. The L+ function
returns the first one of the two labels of its contract argument.
The creation of a triple is necessary for the analysis, which needs to know
the program’s syntax, especially e0 and c0 . It uses these terms to determine
whether a contract violation is partial—orange: a value satisfies the simple
contract c0 but not the extra predicate e0 —or full—red: a value does not even
satisfy the contract c0 .
The creation of the boilerplate code for the first element of the triple
is only needed for the soundness proof, which is based on the preservation
of labels and that no new labels are introduced throughout the reduction
process. Since the analysis requires labels on all expressions, the reductions
must not introduce terms that do not re-use existing labels. The boilerplate
code and its labels are therefore generated during the annotation phase so
that it can be used at an opportune time during the reduction process.
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Let’s take a closer look at the actual code:
def
F (e, `, f ) = (if0 (e ε` )`0 ε` (blame f O)`1 )`2

with `0 through `2 fresh. The εs are (non-variable) placeholders for expressions with the same label; they are never evaluated directly. Specifically,
ε stands either for a runtime value (during the reduction process) or for a
contract representing an abstract value (during the analysis).
From the runtime perspective, the code means that a predicate represented by e is applied to the runtime value represented by ε and the result is
checked by the if0 expression. If the predicate does not accept the runtime
value, then the if0 expression reduces to a blame expression. The severity of
the contract violation is orange, since a user-provided contract is broken. If
the predicate accepts the runtime value, the runtime value is simply returned
through the second ε expression.
From the analysis perspective, the same code means that a predicate
represented by e is applied to the abstract values flowing into ε and the
result is checked by the if0 expression. The analysis then conservatively
assumes that both branches of the if0 can be taken at runtime and therefore
makes the abstract values flow out of the ε expression in the “then” branch
and adds the name f to the blame set of `1 in the “else” branch.
The role of c0 in the generated triple is to act as an abstract value simulating the set of all possible values that might satisfy the predicate e0 at
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runtime. A conservative approximation of this set is the domain of the predicate itself, which is computed by D∆ (Fig. 5.4). Since we do not want to
represent the domain of a predicate using another predicate, the function D∆
needs to approximate the domain of a predicate with a contract that uses
only the int, any, and → contract constructors. The only interesting cases
in that definition are therefore the first two:
• If D∆ is applied to a contract of the form (pred f ) (where f is a module
variable name), f is looked up in the contract environment ∆; the
resulting contract is itself processed by D∆ to recursively eliminate
all the pred forms from it; and, if the resulting contract is an arrow
contract, the domain of that arrow contract is returned. If the resulting
contract is not an arrow contract, then the program is trying to use as
a predicate an expression that is not a function. That kind of program
is simply rejected by the annotator.
• If D∆ is applied to a contract of the form (pred e), D∆ returns any.
In this case, an expression proper is used as a predicate. It is the
programmer’s responsibility to ensure that the expression evaluates to
a function and that this function can accept any value as input.1
The need for the D∆ function to return some type-like contract even
in the case where an expression proper is used as a predicate justifies
1

Both these requirements will be verified by the analysis, because the analysis will
check the predicate expression against its domain, as computed by D∆ , when it processes
the boilerplate code in the triple that results from translating the (pred e) form.
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def
D∆ ((pred f )) =
def
D∆ ((pred e)) =
def
D∆ (int)
=
def
D∆ (any)
=
def
D∆ ((cd →cr )) =
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cd when D∆ (∆(f )) = (cd →cr )
any
int
any
(D∆ (cd )→D∆ (cr ))

Figure 5.4: Predicate domain function.
why we have to introduce the any contract in the same chapter as we
introduce unrestricted predicates. Of course we need such a contract to
represent the domain of general predicates that can actually be applied
to any value, but we also need the any contract to fall back on when
we have failed to compute a more precise approximation of the domain
of the predicate.
Consider for example the following program fragment:
(module prime? (int→int) . . .)
(module f (pred prime?) 3)
f
The annotated version has this general form (with many annotations omitted
for clarity):
(module prime?β1 . . .)
(module f β2 3)
(h(if0 (prime?β1 ε` ) ε` (blame f O))

0
β2
prime? int``
f µ i⇐ f )
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The annotated code checks the variable reference f β2 against a contract triple.
The first part of the triple is an if0 expression that simulates applying the
prime? predicate to a value and checking whether the predicate is satisfied
or not. The second part of the triple is the (name of the) predicate itself.
The third part is a basic integer contract that approximates the prime?
predicate; i.e., to be a prime number, a given value has at least to be an
integer. That integer contract is the result of computing the domain of the
prime? predicate using D∆ applied to the prime? predicate’s own contract
0
(int→int). The resulting int contract is then annotated to get the int``
fµ
contract used in the triple. That contract shares its first label ` with the ε`
expressions in the if0 part of the triple.
An interesting problem arises when a predicate, say prime?, uses another
predicate, say nat?, to define the domain part of its own contract:
(module nat? (int→int) . . .)
(module prime? ((pred nat?)→int) . . .)
(module f (pred prime?) 3)
f
In such a case, the D∆ function replaces both uses of the predicates with
triples. In each of those two triples, it uses int as the approximation, meaning that, to be a natural number or a prime, a number first has to be an
integer. But is then a prime considered a natural number? With the definition of D∆ given here, the answer to that question is no, since once the
triples have been created, the relationship between the two nat? and prime?
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predicates is lost: both are now approximated by an int contract. It would
nevertheless be easy to extend the definition of D∆ to return a list of predicate approximations (the sequence of predicate domains traversed by D∆
as it computes the current predicate-free approximation). Later making this
list of approximations available to the analysis would then make the analysis automatically aware of the fact that a prime number is always a natural
number. With the definition of D∆ above, the analysis instead has to ask a
theorem prover to prove that nat? implies prime? (see Section 5.3 below).
Since a predicate can be used in the definition of the contract of another
predicate, the function D∆ in an actual static debugger would have to check
that there are no reference loops among contracts (e.g. trying to define the
contract for a predicate using the predicate itself). We omit this check in our
definition here to simplify our model, but checking for such self-referential or
mutually-referential contracts would be easy to do by keeping a trace of the
module variables that D∆ looks up in the ∆ environment.
Note that the D∆ function in Figure 5.4 is only one of many possible
definitions for D∆ . A simpler definition would be to return any in all cases.
That way we would avoid having to do any lookup in the ∆ environment. If
in addition we modified the ModVar rule to always use an annotated any
contract instead of using ∆, then we would have a worst case analysis [14]
that does not assume anything about other modules. In that case a module
could be analyzed even when the contracts for other module variables are
not available.
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At the other end of the spectrum, the D∆ function could look at the
content of the expression e in the (pred e) form to try to extract from that
expression a domain that is more precise than just any. By using a backward
analysis [35] the function could try to compute a conservative approximation
of the expression’s domain (assuming of course that the expression evaluates
to a function) and return that approximation to be used in the corresponding
contact triple. There is no limit to how complex such a backward analysis
could be, as long as it were guaranteed to terminate, though in practice we
would want to use an analysis that computes a reasonable approximation in a
short time. Using such an analysis would also partially break the modularity
of the analysis, since it would require the code of all predicates used in
contracts to be available to the D∆ function. The definition of D∆ we give
in Figure 5.4 computes a decent approximation of a predicate’s domain in
linear time in the size of the predicate’s contract at the most, does not require
access to the predicate’s code, and is therefore good enough for our purpose.
How to reduce and analyze triples and any contracts is the subject of the
next two sections.

5.2

Reduction Rules

Figure 5.5 defines the full reduction semantics for annotated programs in
the presence of triples and any contracts. The set of evaluation contexts for
expressions is the same as in the previous chapter:
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((λxβ .e)`λ v `v )`a

−→ e[v `v /xβ ]

(n`n v `v )`a

−→ (blame λ R)`a

(if0 0`0 e1 e2 )`

−→ e1

if0-true

(if0 v `v e1 e2 )`

−→ e2

if0-false

0

`n ` c
(int``
fg ⇐ n )
(int``
v `v )`c
fg ⇐ ~

int-int

−→ (blame f R)`

+ −

` ` ⇐ n`n )`c
(he1 e2 int``
e...
f g if g
+ −

0

int-trip-int

−→ (blame f R)`

((c1 →c2 )``
v `v )` c
fg ⇐ ~

−→ ((c1 →c
ˆ 2 )``
v `v )` c
fg ⇐ ~

0
`n `c
((c1 →c2 )``
fg ⇐ n )

−→ (blame f R)`

0

int-lam

−→ e1 [n`e...e2 /ε` ]

` ` ⇐ ~v `v )`c
(he1 e2 int``
f g if g
0

app-error

−→ n`

0

0

subst

0

int-trip-lam

0

lam-lam

0

0

+ −

0

0

+ −

0

lam-int

` ` ⇐ ~v `v )`c −→ e [((c →c
``
v
)`c /ε` ]
v `e...e
(he1 e2 (c1 →c2 )``
1
1 ˆ 2 )f g ⇐ ~
e...
f g if g
2
` ` ⇐ n`n )`c −→ (blame f R)`
(he1 e2 (c1 →c2 )``
f g if g
0

`n `c
(any``
fg ⇐ n )
v `v )`c
(any``
fg ⇐ ~
0

lam-trip-lam
lam-trip-int

−→ n`

any-int
0

−→ (any
ˆ ``
v `v )`c
fg ⇐ ~

any-lam

+ −

−→ e1 [n`e...e2 /ε` ]

+ −

` ` ⇐ ~v `v )`c
(he1 e2 any``
e...
f g if g

v
−→ e1 [(any
ˆ ``
)`c /ε` ]
v `e...e
fg ⇐ ~
2

0
v `v )`c w `w )`a
(((c1 →c
ˆ 2 )``
fg ⇐ ~

+
−
+
−→ (c2 ⇐ (~v `v (c1 ⇐ w`w )L (c1 ) )L (c2 ) )L (c2 )

0

` ` ⇐ n`n )`c
(he1 e2 any``
e...
f g if g
0

0

((any
ˆ ``
v `v )`c w `w )`a
fg ⇐ ~

any-trip-int

0

any-trip-lam

`w ` ` `
−→ (any``
v `v (any``
f g ⇐ (~
gf ⇐ w ) ) )
0

0

0

split-arrow
split-any

Figure 5.5: Reduction rules for the lambda calculus with unrestricted contracts.
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def
E = [ ] | (E e)` | (v E)` | (if0 E e e)` | (C⇐ E)`
Expression evaluation contexts do not include contexts for contracts and
in particular not for contract triples. Expressions inside a contract triple are
only evaluated after the surrounding contract check has been reduced.
The reduction rules in Figure 5.5 use the same conventions as the ones
in the previous chapters. In addition we write v e... for a value v that satisfies
all the predicates e, etc. We use that notation only when strictly necessary
for the comprehension of the rules. In addition of the rules in Figure 5.5 we
also use the lookup rule from the previous chapter when looking up module
variables.
Compared to Figure 4.4, all the new rules in Figure 5.5 are concerned
with triples and any contracts.
• The int-trip-int and int-trip-lam rules correspond to int-int and
int-lam but cope with triples. When the tested value is an integer, the
evaluation of the triple requires a substitution to occur. The rule takes
the boilerplate code from the first part of the triple and replaces the
two ε expressions in that code with the value n, after an appropriate
label change on n as usual. The result of the substitution is code that
checks whether the integer value satisfies the triple’s predicate or not:
it applies the predicate to the value, and either returns the value or
blames a module for breaking the contract. The expression e2 does
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not play any active role during the reduction but is added to the set
of predicates satisfied by n (for the purpose of the analysis and the
soundness proof). In the int-trip-lam rule the color of the violation
is again red since a basic contract has been broken. In essence the
contract system is able to show that the value ~v does not satisfy the
predicate e2 simply by looking at the contract int that approximates
the behavior of e2 .
• Similarly, the rules lam-trip-lam and lam-trip-int correspond to
the rules lam-lam and lam-int when in the presence of triples. The
lam-trip-lam rules wraps a blessed arrow check around the ~v value
in exactly the same way as the lam-lam rule does. The ε expressions
in the boilerplate code are then replaced by the wrapped value in a
way similar to what happens in the int-trip-int rule we described
just above.
• The any-int rule shows a contract check that checks nothing. The
check reduces to the tested value. As usual, the label ` on any becomes
the label on n. The any-lam rule is slightly more complicated. It
wraps a blessed any contract around the ~v value in the same way that a
blessed arrow contract is wrapped around the ~v value in the lam-lam
rule, and for exactly the same reason: once the any-lam rule has
discovered that the value is a functional value, it has to wrap a blessed
any contract around it as a way to remember that the argument and
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result of the functional value still have to be checked. In essence, since
an any contract represents a set of abstract values that includes the
set of abstract values represented by arrow contracts, the behavior of
the any-lam rule should resemble and encompass the behavior of the
lam-lam rule.
• The any-trip-int and any-trip-lam rules are then similar to the
any-int and any-lam rules, respectively, with the difference that they
deal with triples. Like for all other reduction rule that have triples as
redexes and do not have a blame expression as contractum, the two
rules are based on substituting checked values (possibly with a blessed
contract wrapped around them) in the boilerplate code of the triple.
• Finally, the split-any rule splits the blessed any contracts introduced
by the any-lam and any-trip-lam rules. Its behavior is similar to
the split-arrow rule: it breaks a blessed any contract into a domain
and range contract and distributes those to the actual argument of the
function and to the result of the whole application, respectively. The
need to swap the module names on the new any contract that checks
the argument w explains why contracts need to be annotated with both
module names in this chapter.
The two new any contract checks are seemingly useless for reduction
purposes though. In fact, as far as DrScheme’s actual runtime contract system is concerned, all checks against an any contract are non-
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operations. Nevertheless, putting these two checks in place at this stage
ensures that the analysis presented in the next section will check both
that the ~v function can accept any value as input and that the application’s context can accept any value returned by the application. It will
also ensure that the labels on the w value and on the value returned by
the ~v function are replaced by the label ` once the two checks have been
reduced (otherwise the analysis would be unsound). Our POPL’06 paper [42] has neither a split-any rule nor blessed any contracts, and
the reduction semantics described in that paper considers all checks
against an any contract as checks that do nothing and simply reduce
to the checked value. While this is fine from a runtime point of view,
it was the root cause of an unsound analysis.
The reader will have noticed many similarities between rules with contract
triples and rules without contract triples. For example between the int-int
and int-trip-int rules or between the int-lam and int-trip-lam rules,
etc. Such similarities are a general consequence of the fact that a triple-free
contract c can equivalently be represented as a triple hF(e, `, f ) e ci where
e is a vacuous predicate expression like (λx.0) that accepts all values. By
modifying the annotation process to convert triple-free contracts into contract triples it would be therefore possible to reduce the number of reduction
rules in Figure 5.5. We nevertheless keep those triple-free contracts because
they allow for the creation of many simple triple-free type-like contracts that
are in a syntax close to the one used both in the previous chapters and in
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DrScheme’s contract system, and because they are more intuitive to understand than only having triples everywhere.
Another way to reduce the number of reduction rules in Figure 5.5 would
be to transform the simple int contract into a triple like hF (int?, `, f ) int? anyi
that uses an int? expression as a predicate equivalent to the int contract. The
check against the any contract would then always succeed and the real integer
check would occur inside the boilerplate code using the int? expression. The
int-int rule would then be subsumed by the any-trip-int rule. Or course
this strategy would work only for “flat” triple-free contracts like int. Higherorder triple-free contracts like (int→int) could not be transformed this way,
since there is no equivalent predicate expression that can check whether a
given function is only ever applied to integers and only ever returns integers.

5.3

The Analysis

The analysis now has to handle two news construct: contract triples and any.
Like other contracts before, these contracts will act as both sources and sinks
of abstract values. Since contract triples each contain as their third part
a triple-free contract that approximates the behavior of the corresponding
predicate expression, the value-flow analysis will use those approximations
whenever possible. If those approximations are not precise enough to decide
whether a contract check may result in a contract violation, the value-flow
analysis will delegate the decision to a theorem prover. The any contracts
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will also need to be handled carefully, since the corresponding abstract values
will have to simulate the behavior of any possible value, including functions
of any complexity. Before we consider the analysis of those two constructs
any further, we first describe in the next section the new triple-aware lifting
process.

5.3.1

Lifting

The lifting process for annotated programs with contract triples is essentially
the same as in the previous chapter. Each contract check (c⇐ e)` is lifted
to the top of the program and the remaining hole in the term is filled with
the contract c. At the bottom of a term, the contract is a source of values,
which means the analysis uses only its positive labels. At the top level, it is
a value sink; the analysis uses only the negative labels.
Figure 5.6 defines the complete lifting process. As was the case with
blessed arrows, we ignore the distinction between any contracts and their
blessed counterparts (rule BAnyC).
Lifting occurs almost everywhere, including inside the first expression of
triples (rule TripC). Since triples disappear during the reduction process
and since the resulting expressions contribute to the final result (or blame),
the analysis must predict which values flow from the first part of triples. It
is unnecessary, however, to lift the third part of the triple because we know
from the definition of D∆ that this component never contains any contract
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Figure 5.6: Lifting judgments for the lambda calculus with unrestricted contracts.
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Figure 5.7: Analyzed syntax for the lambda calculus with unrestricted contracts.
checks. The second part of the triple is not lifted either, because the analysis
phase of the next section relies on this expression remaining in its original
form.

5.3.2

Constraints Generation

Figure 5.7 defines the syntax of the language we analyze. As before contracts
are now expressions and contract checks only appear at the top-level. Blessed
arrow contracts and blessed any contracts have disappeared.
Once again, the analysis has to produce two results: a mapping ϕ from
labels to sets of labels, as always, and a mapping ψ from labels to error
culprit (module names, µ for the main expression, or λ for a violation by the
programmer of a constraint of the lambda calculus itself) and severity (the
red or orange color used to highlight the erroneous term).
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Table 5.1: Constraints creation for the lambda calculus with unrestricted contracts.
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Table 5.2: Constraints creation for the lambda calculus with unrestricted contracts (continued).
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Tables 5.1 and 5.2 explain how every possible combination of a source
and a sink in the entire program generates constraints concerning the flow of
values and blame assignment. The entries do not assume anything about the
context in which a source or sink occurs. This implies that, for example, the
boilerplate code inside contract triples is analyzed like any other expression.
To save space, some cells in the tables share some constraints with their
neighboring cells.
Let us now explain some of the constraints involving any contracts or
contact triples. Our first example involves an any contract:

Source Sink

`+1 `−1

(cgf

`+ `− `+ `−
→cf g2 2 )f 3g 3

`+ `−
anyhi5 5
−
+
−
{`+
3 } ⊆ ϕ(`5 ) ⇒ ϕ(`5 ) ⊆ ϕ(`1 )

−
+
−
{`+
3 } ⊆ ϕ(`5 ) ⇒ ϕ(`2 ) ⊆ ϕ(`5 )

The first of those two constraints says that, if values represented by the
−
function contract (labeled with `+
3 ) flows into the any check (`5 ), then that

same any—represented as a value source (`+
5 )—flows into the domain part of
the arrow contract (`−
1 ).
To understand this flow from the any contract to the function’s domain
contract, remember that any represents the union of all abstract values, including functions from any to any. This means that a value checked against
any can turn out to be a function and can then potentially be applied to all
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sorts of values.2 Naturally these values flow into the domain position of the
arrow contract, which is similar to what happens in the cell that matches
function contracts with function contracts in Table 5.2. The analysis must
therefore check for such a possibility and ensure that the domain part of
the arrow contract is coherent with receiving all possible values. The same
argument for the function’s range explains the second constraint above.
`+ `−
Of course, a practical debugger does not directly re-use the any hi5 5 contract to check the functional contract as well as its domain and range. In`+ `−
`+ `− 0
stead, it creates a new (anyhi5 5 →anyhi5 5 )``
hi contract on the fly (with `
and `0 fresh) and uses it to check the domain and range of the function
contract. For deeply nested function contracts, the process is repeated recursively thereby creating a witness for each possible contract violation.3 In
essence this process simply makes explicit the sinks for the complex abstract
`+ `−
values that flow into anyhi5 5 . The analysis therefore remains sound. Here
`+ `−
we forsake this process and re-use the anyhi5 5 contract and its labels only
to simplify the soundness proof.
Note that in general this expansion process for any contracts should occur
for all non-atomic values. If our language had, say, pairs, then we could have
2

At an abstract level this is analogous to Henglein’s notion of a Dynamic
(Dynamic→Dynamic) coercion [33].
`+ `−
3
The debugger must then be careful to re-use the original anyhi5 5 contract for both
`+ `−
`+ `− 0
the domain and range of the new (any 5 5 →any 5 5 )`` contract because the use of new
hi

hi

hi

any contracts for the domain and range would make the analysis fail to terminate when a
`+ `−
function with a recursive type flowed into anyhi5 5 : new any contracts would be created
on the fly for ever.
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a pair value with functions as its two elements. If such a pair were to flow
into an any contract check, the any contract would have to expand into a
pair of any contracts, and each of those new any contract would have in turn
to expand to handle each of the functions that are the pair’s elements.
Our second example, from Table 5.2, handles the symmetric case: when
an any contract flows into an arrow contract:

Source Sink

(e`5 e`6 )`a
{`+
1 } ⊆ ϕ(`5 ) ⇒ {hλ, Ri} ⊆ ψ(`a )

`+ `−
anyf 1g 1

−
{`+
1 } ⊆ ϕ(`5 ) ⇒ ϕ(`6 ) ⊆ ϕ(`1 )

+
{`+
1 } ⊆ ϕ(`5 ) ⇒ ϕ(`1 ) ⊆ ϕ(`a )

A violation of a constraint of the lambda calculus is detected, since the any
abstract value might turn out at runtime to be an integer. If instead the
runtime value turns out to be a function, than the actual argument from
the application will flow into the function’s formal argument and the result
of the whole application will be the result of the function, whatever value
that might be. To conservatively simulate this, the analysis has to make the
formal argument represented by `6 flow back into the any contract, and make
that same any contract flow out of the application.
The analysis in our POPL’06 paper correctly created the first constraint
out of the three in this second example, but the other two constraints were
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simply forgotten. This was not realized at the time because the reduction
rules in that paper treated any checks as vacuous checks that always reduced
to the value being checked, rather than checks that wrap a blessed any contract around the value when that value turns out to be a function. This was
based on the idea that, from the point of view of an actual contract system
like the one in DrScheme, any contracts act as useless checks. It was not realized at the time that, while any contract checks are useless from the point
of view of the runtime contract checking, they are useful from the point of
view of the analysis because, after lifting, the copies of the any contracts left
behind by the lifting process will act as abstract value sources and might
trigger contract violations in applications elsewhere (even though the same
kind of reasoning was behind the need for the two constraints described in
the first example above, which was correct in the paper).
The third example explains partial contract violation, which is tagged
with the orange color (O). Consider this entry:

`+ `− `+ `−
h. . . e5 inthi5 5 ihi6 6



+
− 

+ − {`1 } ⊆ ϕ(`5 )
+ −
`1 `1 `2 `2
h. . . e1 intf g if g
⇒ {hh, Oi} ⊆ ψ(`−
5)




e1 6v e5 
Source Sink

The cell specifies the creation of a single blame set constraint for every possible pair of an integer contract triple (viewed as a source) that has an addi-
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tional predicate e1 and another triple with an integer contract check that has
an additional predicate e5 . The constraint says that, if the abstract integer
−
(`+
1 ) flows into the integer check (`5 ) and if the source predicate e1 does not

imply (6v) the sink predicate e5 , then the h module variable is blamed for
the violation. The “blame” color, however, is orange because the analysis
can prove that the abstract values flowing into the contract check are at least
always integers. Note that the boilerplate code in the triples plays no explicit
role here so we use dots for this code. As in the previous chapter, such blame
constraints always use the name h associated with the sink (or λ when the
program violates the language specification), never the name f associated
with the source, to be consistent with what happens during reductions.
Additional Constraints
Finally, we again have a few extra constraints to get the analysis started.
They are described in Table 5.3, and are similar to the ones in Table 4.2,
with just one addition to handle contract triples.
0
`+ `− also need to create value flows. ReTriples such as he`1 e`2 c``
f g if g

member that the third part of a triple—the domain contract derived by the
D∆ function—shares its label ` with ε expressions in the first part of the
triple. There is therefore no need to create flows between the first and third
parts of the triple. Two flows are still missing, however. First, the result of
the first part flows out to be the result of the entire triple. Second, the values
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n`

int``
fg
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any``
fg

0

(λxβ .e`e )`

0
(c1 →c2 )``
fg

{`} ⊆ ϕ(`)

(blame f s)`

{hf, si} ⊆ ψ(`)

(if0 e`0 e`1 e`2 )`

ϕ(`1 ) ⊆ ϕ(`)
ϕ(`2 ) ⊆ ϕ(`)

0

`e `c
(c``
fg ⇐ e )
0
`+ `−
he`1 e`2 c``
f g if g

(module f β v `v )`

ϕ(`e ) ⊆ ϕ(`0 )
ϕ(`1 ) ⊆ ϕ(`+ )
ϕ(`− ) ⊆ ϕ(`0 )
ϕ(`v ) ⊆ ϕ(β)

Table 5.3: Additional constraints for the lambda calculus with unrestricted
contracts.
that flow into the triple really flow into the `0 position of the contract; this
guarantees that these in-flowing values are checked against the contract c.
One interesting aspect of triples is that they are not themselves abstract
value sources. What acts as a value source is the predicate-free contract c,
which approximates the predicate e in the triple. When c reaches a value
sink it is directly checked against the sink if the sink is another predicate-free
contract, or it is used as an approximation of e if the sink is another triple.
To be more concrete, consider again the example at the end of Section 5.1.2. Starting from the contract (pred prime?) on the definition of
the module variable f the annotation process inserts around the reference to
f a contract check with a triple of the form:
h(if0 (prime?β1 ε` ) ε` (blame f O))

0
prime? int``
fµi
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0
`
When considered as a source the int``
f µ contract flows naturally to the ε

expression, out of the if0 one, and then out of the triple because of the first
0
constraint from the fifth row of Table 5.3. If later that int``
f µ contract flows
0
into a simple arrow contract check then a red error occurs. If the int``
fµ

contract flows into a simple integer contract check then everything is fine.
In both cases the analysis has reached a conclusion without ever having to
consider the predicate prime?, which is the only information the programmer
supplied for f ’s contract. In essence the analysis has computed that, to be
a prime, a value must first be an integer. It can then use that knowledge to
simplify many of the contract checks.
0
Similarly if the sink for int``
f µ is a triple with a simple arrow contract as

its third part, the analysis flags a red error without having to consider either
0
prime? or the predicate in the sink triple. It is only when int``
f µ flows into

a triple with an integer contract as its third part that the analysis has to
compare the predicate prime? from the source with the predicate from the
sink and decide, using the 6v relation, whether the first implies the second.
If not, an orange error is flagged.

5.3.3

Analysis Parameterization

The analysis is parameterized over the approximation relation 6v that is used
to compare predicates. Intuitively, the relation is a version of (the negation
of) observational approximation. Consider n + 1 predicates e1 ,. . . , en , and
e, and the question of whether the relation e1 . . . en 6v e holds or not. Since
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predicates work on values, this question only makes sense if it is asked for
a given abstract value v: if v has satisfied each of the predicates ei , does v
then satisfy e? More formally, we define the 6v relation as follows: given the
predicates e1 ,. . . , en and e, we have e1 . . . en 6v e if and only if there exists
an abstract value v such that (ei v) reduces to 0 for all i and (e v) does not
reduce to 0.
In practice a static debugger will only analyze unreduced programs, where
the relation will always be of the form e1 6v e, but we have to use the multipredicate version here for the sake of the soundness proof. All the e1 . . . en
and e predicates should be non-lifted expressions, otherwise the 6v relation
might in some cases end up comparing contracts rather than expressions.
Since observational approximation is undecidable, an implementation must
use a decidable and conservative version of it. The selection of a decidable
relation is a trade-off between the power of the analysis and the time complexity of the relation. Many reasonable choices exist: the vacuous false relation;
the equality of predicate names; λ-calculi; or general theorem proving à la
ESC [16].
In practice a relation based on predicate names and contract combinators
is a good choice. DrScheme programmers who use the contract system tend
to give names to contract predicates and re-use those names. For complex
contracts they use contract combinators. Thus, a DrScheme programmer
may introduce a contract (and/c even? prime? ) and name it ep. If other
modules use ep, the analysis can avoid false positives when the result of an
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ep-generating function flows into the argument of an ep-consuming function.
This works well even though the analysis itself has no notion of the concept
of evenness or primality. The resulting system then is in essence the idea of
type qualifiers [27] applied to contracts.
Of course, the analysis is not able to bless an ep flowing, say, into a
positive? contract, but it is at least possible to check that both ep and
positive? are integer-based predicates and flag that second contract in orange rather than red. The orange color means that the analysis has detected
that a contract violation has only been a partial one and it can report that
information back to the programmer who is using the static debugger.
Put from the point of view of that programmer, the red color means
that either an actual violation has been detected or that the analysis has
unknowingly reached its own limits (a limit inherent to the core value-flow
analysis). The orange color means that either an actual violation has been
detected or that the analysis has knowingly reached its own limits. That
is, in the orange case the analysis has detected that the 6v relation is not
capable of proving the desired property, either because the property is wrong
or because the relation is too weak to prove it, while in the red case the
analysis simply concludes that the property is wrong. From the point of
view of the programmer then, getting rid of an orange false-positive requires
using a stronger 6v relation, while getting rid of a red false-positive requires
changing the core of the analysis in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 (e.g. adding context
sensitivity, flow sensitivity, etc.)
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In the case of an actual error, its color can be changed from orange to
red (or vice versa) by moving knowledge from the theorem prover to the
value-flow analysis (or vice versa). In practice one then wants to have as
much knowledge as possible be present at the value-flow analysis level, since
this analysis is likely to be much faster than the theorem prover.4 This
is in fact the whole point of using triple-free predicate approximations to
simulate predicate expressions: in most cases those approximations are good
enough to allow the value-flow analysis to judge whether an abstract value
violates a contract check or not, without having to get the theorem prover
involved. The theorem prover is invoked only at specific points in the analysis
when the both the abstract value source and abstract value sink involve a
predicate and the value-flow analysis is unable to resolve the problem using
just approximations.
The analysis is also parameterized over the D∆ function (Fig. 5.4) used
in the annotation process. Looking once more at the example at the end of
Section 5.1.2, we see that D∆ approximates the prime? predicate with an
int contract. If that int contract flows from the contract triple into an int
check elsewhere in the program then Table 5.1 tells us that everything is
fine. If instead we weaken the D∆ function to approximate prime? with an
any contract, that any contract now flows from the triple into the same int
4

Adding knowledge to the value-flow analysis will probably slightly slow it down because
it will then have to consider new kinds of abstract value sources and sinks, but the cost
of this extra processing will most likely be small compared to the gain obtained from not
using the theorem prover as much as before.
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Figure 5.8: Type reconstruction for the lambda calculus with unrestricted
contracts.
check and Table 5.1 tells us a red error is flagged. This shows that choosing a
reasonably precise D∆ function is important for the accuracy of the analysis.
In general, the less accurate the D∆ function is in approximating predicates,
the more work the 6v relation has to do to prevent the appearance of falsepositives.5

5.3.4

Type Reconstruction

Since the flow of triples is simulated by the flow of the triple-free contract that
approximates the triple’s predicate, triples do not introduce any new kind of

5

Weakening D∆ does not make any difference for the runtime contract system because
the reduction rules always check all the predicates no matter how weak the approximations
that D∆ computes are.
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abstract values. The only change in the definition of our type reconstruction
process in Figure 5.8 is the addition of the any contracts.

5.4

Soundness

The soundness theorem from the previous chapter remains pretty much unchanged, with just the addition of the new orange blame color.
0
def
Theorem 5. For a given annotated program p, let p0 = m0 . . . e` be such

that `l
pp

p0 . Then either:

• p reduces to m . . . v ` and then p0 |=T ϕ (`) ≤T ϕ (`0 ),


• or p reduces to (blame π s)` and then p0 |={hπ, si} ⊆ ψ(`),


• or p reduces forever.
where π indicates the party to blame for the violation (either a module variable
name like f , µ for the main expression, or λ for the user), s indicates the
severity of the violation (O or R), and ≤ is the subtyping relation between
recursive types [5, 34].
The proof of soundness now relies of course on the existence of a proof
of soundness for the theorem prover, and on a proof that the D∆ function
computes a correct approximation of predicates. The constraints from Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 are still expressed in the form of Horn clauses though,
so the same technique from Wand and Williamson [54] can be used to show
entailment of sets of constraints across reductions.
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5.5

Modularity

Our modularity theorem remains the same as in the previous chapter:
Theorem 6. Given an annotated program p, let p0 be such that `l
pp

p0 .

Consider a single lifted tree t0 in p0 . Consider the minimal solution ϕp0 of
p0 and its restriction ϕp0 /t0 to the labels that occur in t0 . Consider also the


minimal solution ϕt0 of t0 . Then ϕp0 /t0 and ϕt0 are the same.


The introduction of any contracts does not change anything to the proof,
since, as far as modularity is concerned, any contracts behave in pretty much
the same way as int contracts. We have to prove though that the introduction
of contract triples does not invalidate our inter-tree flow lemma, on which
the theorem above is based:
Lemma. Given an annotated program p, let p0 be such that `l
pp

p0 . Then

for two different lifted trees t and t0 that are in p0 , the only labels ` in
t and `0 in t0 such that p0 |=ϕ(`) ⊆ ϕ(`0 ) are labels where ` = `0 = β with


+ −
t = (module f β v `v )`m and t0 = (c`f g ` ⇐ f β )`c .

Proof Sketch. The proof remains the same, with the addition of one
new possible case for inter-tree flows: through an ε` expression that shares
its label with another expression in another tree.
We show that such flows are impossible as follows. By construction the ε`
expressions initially occur only inside triples. Furthermore, they share their
labels with the contract in the same triple and nothing else. The triple’s
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boilerplate code can only have contract checks inside the predicate expression in the test part of the if0 expression (Sec. 5.1.2). Lifting judgments
therefore may only affect that part of the boilerplate code. Hence, the two
ε` expressions and the contract with the same label all remain in the same
triple after lifting. There is thus no possibility for values to flow from one
tree to another through ε` expressions.

5.6

Analysis Complexity

While the core value-flow analysis now generates more constraints than in the
previous chapter, it still generates a linear number of them. The complexity
of the core value-flow analysis therefore remains the same as described in
Section 4.6.
Obviously the parameterization of the analysis over D∆ and 6v has a
strong influence on the analysis’s total running time. There is no limit to
how complex D∆ and 6v both can be.
In practice though we expect the D∆ to be fairly simple and fast, since its
only role is to compute a predicate-free approximation of a predicate based
on its domain. Figure 5.4 shows a possible definition for D∆ that computes a
useful approximation in time linear in the size of the contracts traversed, i.e.,
linear in the total size of contracts in the worst case. Using this definition
of D∆ , computing approximations for all the predicates used as contracts in
a program therefore takes a worst-case time that is quadratic in the total
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size of all the contracts in the program. It is easy to reduce that worst-case
time to being linear in the total size of contracts by memoizing the computed
domains.
Unlike the D∆ function, we expect the 6v relation to have a very high
complexity. Nevertheless, the analysis as a whole should still have a decent
running time since 6v is used only at very specific points in the analysis,
when comparing predicates. This is in fact the whole point of using the D∆
function: to reduce as much as possible the need for 6v to analyze predicates
by having instead the core value-flow analysis use predicate approximations
whenever it can.
In practice which theorem prover to use is going to be determined by
which trade-off between precision and complexity is acceptable to users of
the debugger. We expect a simple theorem prover based on name equality
and basic contract combinators to be enough in most cases. More powerful
theorem provers can then be used when the one based on name-equality turns
out to be insufficient. In such case, the time complexity can still be managed
trough the use of a timer that limits the amount of time theorem provers
spend trying to compare predicates.

5.7

Related Work

If the theorem prover used by our analysis can be expressed as an abstract
interpretation [12], then the whole analysis is the combination of several ab-
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stract interpretations and therefore an abstract interpretation as well: the
D∆ function, which statically approximates predicate expressions, is obviously an abstract interpretation; the theorem prover might not be expressible
as an abstract interpretation though (e.g. ESC [16] is not sound).
Most of the related works described in the previous chapters do not handle
unrestricted types or contracts. Of course our ability to analyze unrestricted
contracts comes at the price of the 6v relation being undecidable in the general
case.
Other systems [1, 9, 19, 33] have investigated the combination of static
types and dynamic checks to ensure program correctness. Flanagan’s hybrid
type checker [19] is closest to our system. It is in essence a statically undecidable extension of refinement types [28] that allows for arbitrary predicates.
Since his type checker has to handle complex predicates, it is parameterized
over a three-valued subtyping judgement, which is similar in spirit to the
parameterization of our analysis over the approximation relation. Flagging
a red error in our analysis then parallels rejecting a program in his type system, and flagging an orange error parallels inserting a dynamic check. His
use of a three-valued subtyping judgement, as opposed to our two-valued
theorem prover, means that his system has the equivalent of one more error
color though: when a contract check has been shown to be fine at the basic
type level but has actually been proved to be violated at the higher level.
Our system conflates this case (colored orange) with the case when a contract check has been shown to be fine at the basic type level but the higher
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level is simply not powerful enough to be able to prove anything beyond that
(orange color as well). We could transform our two-valued theorem prover
into a three-valued one by asking the theorem prover to always try to prove
both e1 . . . en 6v e and the negation of that property.
Both our contract language and Flanagan’s type language include predicates. The type x : B.t denotes in his language the set of values of base type
B that satisfy the refinement predicate t. The user must therefore specify
both B and t. In our system the user only specifies the predicate t and we
use the function D∆ to automatically approximate B. In both systems two
predicates are compared only once their base types (the third parts of the corresponding contract triples in our case) have proved to match. Flanagan’s
type language also includes dependent function types, whereas our model
does not yet include Findler and Felleisen’s dependent contracts [18].
While Flanagan does not examine the question of modules, it should be
easy to add them to his language by using his types as interface specifications.
The way he assigns blame is based on the work by Findler and Felleisen, as
is ours.

Chapter 6
Implementation
We have created a proof-of-concept static debugger based on our analysis. It
implements the annotation phase of Section 5.1.2, and the lifting, constraints
generation, and type reconstruction phases described in Section 4.3. We use
simple name equality to implement the 6v relation. In that implementation
abstract value sets are represented as nodes in a graph. Simple inclusion
constraints between value sets such as the ones in Table 5.3 are represented
as direct edges between nodes. Conditional constraints like the ones in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 are represented as special edges that create new direct edges
whenever their condition becomes true. Solving the constraint is then a simple matter of computing the transitive closure of the graph, which can be
done in cubic worst case time in the size of the graph. Constraints for blame
sets are handled in a similar manner.
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Figure 6.1: Example program with red error.

Figure 6.2: Example program with orange error.
Figure 6.1 shows the result of using our debugger on a toy program consisting of a single module and a main expression. The main expression is
highlighted and underlined in red because it is trying to apply the integer
i as if it were a function. The error message (not shown) blames µ, the
main expression. This example corresponds to the cell in Table 5.1 that has
an integer n`e1n... as source and an application (e`5 e`6 )`a as sink. Thanks to
DrScheme’s syntax object system, the error highlighting is done in terms of
the user’s original program, not in terms of the lifted one, which remains
internal to the debugger.
Our second screenshot in Figure 6.2 shows an orange error. We define
a predicate prime? that accepts integers as input. Actually implementing
a primality test is not our concern here so we simply defined prime? as
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Figure 6.3: Example program with no second prime? error.
a function that we know never violates prime?’s own contract. Next we
define the variable p and use the prime? predicate just defined to promise
that p is a prime number. We then use that integer in the main expression.
The debugger colors the prime? predicate in orange, because, while it can
prove that the number 4 is an integer just as the prime? predicate expects,
it cannot prove that 4 is actually a prime number as promised. The error
message blames p. This example corresponds to the cell in Table 5.1 that
`+ `− `+ `−
has an integer n`e1n... as a source and a triple h. . . e5 inthi5 5 ihi6 6 as a sink.
Here e1 . . . is empty so e1 . . . 6v e5 is vacuously true.
Our final example in Figure 6.3 shows a use of the 6v relation. As in
the previous example we define a predicate prime? and a prime number p.
As before the debugger signals an orange error because p might not actually
be a prime number. We also define a function f, which acts as a sink for
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prime numbers, and then give p as input to f. Notice that, even though
the debugger has discovered that p might not be a prime number, it does
not signal any error when giving p to f. The debugger is able to tell that,
if the value of p passes p’s contract check at runtime, then it also passes
f’s domain contract. Even though the debugger does not understand the
concept of primality, it does use the name-based 6v relation to check that the
contract on p matches the contract on the domain of f and consequently does
not signal an error. This behavior corresponds to the cell in Table 5.1 that has
`+ `− `+ `−
`+ `− `+ `−
a triple h. . . e1 intf g1 1 if g2 2 as source and another triple h. . . e5 inthi5 5 ihi6 6
as sink. Since e1 and e5 are both prime?, the relation e1 6v e5 is not satisfied,
the constraint {hh, Oi} ⊆ ψ(`−
5 ) is thus not triggered, and the debugger does
not highlight the prime? predicate in f’s contract. This also shows that the
orange contract violation for the body of p does not influence the analysis
of the uses of p elsewhere, illustrating the fact that the analysis is modular.
Finally, notice that after flowing through f’s body a prime number does not
trigger f’s int range contract check. The analysis correctly recognizes primes
as integers, since the domain for the prime? predicate itself is int, which is
what D∆ computes.

Chapter 7
Extending 6v to Contracts
As it is, Tables 5.1 and 5.2 are only partially parameterized over the 6v
relation.
Consider the following example:
(module prime? (any→int) . . .)
(module n (pred prime?) 3)
(module f (int→int) . . .)
(f n)
The predicate prime? is defined to work on all values. When this predicate
is used to define the contract for n, it is therefore transformed into a triple of
the form h. . . prime? anyi. Table 5.1 tells us that when n then flows into the
int domain contract of f , a red error is raised, since the any approximation
used in the triple means the abstract values flowing out of that triple into
the int check might include integers but also functions. There is in fact no
105
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reason to flag a red error here since we know that the prime? predicate by
itself mathematically ensures that all values satisfying it are integers. If the
analysis were able to prove that the prime? predicate implies the int contract,
then everything would be fine. So far the 6v relation has only been used to
compare predicates to predicates, not predicates to contracts. It is therefore
natural to extend that relation to handle contracts so that properties of the
form e 6v c can be checked.1
There are five places in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 where constraints can be modified to use that extended version of the 6v relation. They all correspond to
the case when a contract triple of the form h. . . e anyi acts as source and a
contract checks for integers or functions (regardless of whether those checks
are part of a triple or not).
Symmetrically, there are cases when extending the 6v relation to check
properties of the form c 6v e can be useful. Consider the case where an int
contract acts as a source and a h. . . e inti triple acts as a sink. Table 5.1 shows
that this should trigger an orange violation, because the integers flowing into
the triple might not fulfill the predicate e. But in some cases the predicate e
might be so weak that the simple fact that the in-flowing values are integers
might be enough to prove that e is satisfied. In essence the predicate e is
then weaker than its contract approximation int that is used as the third
part of the triple: e is a vacuous predicate that always accepts all values that
1

Such a modification then also helps to solve the problem we described when weakening
the D∆ function in Section 5.3.3.
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are in its domain. While such predicates are not very useful in practice, the
6v relation can still be extended to handle those cases.
Once again there are five cases in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 where constraint can
thus be modified. They all correspond to cases when a triple-free contract
source flows into a contract triple for which the contract approximation accepts the in-flowing contract and an orange violation would have been raised
because of the predicate in the triple.
Note that the analysis can be modified in such way without requiring any
similar change to the reduction rules of Section 5.2, and the resulting system
will still be sound. The reason for this is that the only effect these changes
can have is to potentially remove some red (for the e 6v c case) or orange
(for the c 6v e case) false positives. The soundness and modularity theorems
are therefore not affected by these changes. The resulting constraints are
described in Tables 7.1 and 7.2. The additional constraints necessary for the
analysis are the ones already described in Table 5.3.
After extending the 6v relation from handling properties of the form
e . . . 6v e to also handle properties of the form e 6v c and c 6v e, the final
question is then whether it is useful to also extend it to check properties of
the form c 6v c. Such an extension is doable but unnecessary, however, since
comparing directly contracts to contracts is precisely what the core valueflow analysis is supposed to do. The constraints in Tables 7.1 and 7.2 are
therefore as fully parameterized over the 6v relation as possible.

`+ `−
inthi5 5

Source Sink
ne`1n...
`+ `−
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Table 7.1: Constraints creation for the extended 6v relation.
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Table 7.2: Constraints creation for the extended 6v relation (continued).
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Source Sink

Chapter 8
Future Work
Our model of a static debugger needs to be extended to cover some of the
most common contract combinators used in DrScheme’s contract system.
The two simplest ones are and/c and or/c.
When considered as an abstract value sink, the first is easy to add to the
analysis by creating special constraints that forward an abstract value to the
next contract check in the and/c-ed sequence of contracts whenever the value
has passed their own check.
When considered as an abstract value sink as well, the second is more
difficult to handle. The problem is to determine which contract should be
used to check a given abstract value. For example, imagine that an int abstract value flows into a contract such as (or/c int (int→int)). If the abstract
value flows into both components of the or/c, then a contract violation will
always be detected. While such a behavior is a sound approximation of
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the runtime behavior, it generates many false positives. The solution is
to look at the top-level contract constructor for each element of the or/c
and based on that decide to which element the incoming int abstract value
should go for further checking. Unfortunately there is no guarantee that
such top-level contract constructors are unique in the list of or/c-ed contracts. For example, if a functional abstract value flows into a contract like
(or/c (int→int) ((int→int)→any)), to which of the two functional contracts
should the in-flowing abstract value go? At this point there are only two solutions: fall back to a conservative behavior and make the abstract value flow
into both arrow contract checks; or force the debugger’s user to merge the
two contracts together to transform (or/c (int→int) ((int→int)→int)) into
((or/c int (int→int))→(or/c int any)) to ensure that contracts that are ored always have unique top-level constructors. The former solution generates
false positives, the latter makes the contract check less precise since it now
accepts abstract values like (int→any).
When the two and/c and or/c contract combinators are considered as abstract value sources, the problem is easier: analyzing or/c is done by simply
generating abstract values from each of the contracts that are or-ed and making those values flow into a single value set. In the case of and/c, the analysis
can again use special constraints so that the smallest value set (presumably
coming from the rightmost contract in the and-ed sequence of contracts) is
forwarded through the chain of contracts to become the value of the whole
combined contract.
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In general whether other contract constructors can be implemented will
depend very much on how well their semantics can be adapted to a setbased analysis. Anaphoric contracts should be easy to analyze, since they
closely correspond to the analysis’s idea of a flow between two value sets.
A contract constructor like not/c will be easy to analyze when used as a
contract check, by simply swapping the two possible outcomes of the check
(do nothing or flag a contract violation). It will probably be impossible to
analyze it precisely when considered as a value source: the analysis is based
on a fixed-point computation that requires value set to grow monotonically.
It is therefore impossible when trying to analyze a contract like (not/c int)
to take an abstract value like any (representing the universe of all possible
abstract values) and somehow remove from it the set of integers represented
by int. The only solution will then be to simply conservatively approximate
(not/c int) with any, which will give sound but most likely not very precise
results. Analyzing other contract constructors like between/c would require
either a precise numerical analysis based on abstract interpretation, or a
strong theorem prover than can handle full integer arithmetic.
Other programming constructs need to be added to the analysis. Experience with the MrFlow static debugger [43] show that, for example, adding
recursive data structures is easy, while adding generative records requires a
huge amount of ad-hoc analysis. Analyzing functions with variable arities is
relatively easy when using a set-based analysis [43] while analyzing macro
code is most likely quite complex, etc. One interesting construct to study is
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exceptions. It is an open question whether raising and catching exceptions
can be simulated by creating error flows between blame sets (our analysis
currently never has any such flows).
Another important area of exploration will be contract inference. The
modular analysis currently requires the user to put contracts on module
interfaces. By using a backward analysis we expect that the debugger will
be able to infer those contracts from the invariants required by the user’s
code. It is likely that the inferred contracts will contain many invariants
that the user does not wish to check for. The debugger will therefore require
a contract simplification system, which, using heuristics, will help the user
extract from the inferred contract those invariants that are relevant.
Since the analysis is parameterized over a theorem prover, we should
be able to use it as an experimental platform to test several provers (e.g.,
Simplify [15], ACL2 [36]). By varying the respective powers of the core value
flow analysis and the theorem provers we will gain experience on the tradeoffs between precision and running time for the whole analysis. Practical use
of the debugger and feedback from users will then allow us to decide on a
theorem prover that best fits our needs.
Work should also be done on using a theorem prover or interactive proof
checker to automate as much as possible the soundness proof of the analysis.
In fact using a constructive proof of existence of a solution to the analysis’s
constraints would allow us to have both a proof of correctness and extract
from that proof an implementation of the analysis [8].

Chapter 9
Conclusion
Our work shows how a program analysis can exploit module contracts to
produce sound approximations of the value flows in a program in a fully
modular manner. The analysis can indicate whether a given contact is always
satisfied, partially satisfied, or completely violated. Moreover that analysis is
parameterized over both a predicate approximation relation and a theorem
prover.
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